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FOREWORD

This report was prepared by the Lockheed-California Company, a Division of
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, Burbank, California, under USAF Contract No. AF
33(616)-6575. This contract was initiated under Project No. 1367, 'Structural
Design Criteria," Task No. 14025, 'Structural Fatigue Design Criteria.' The
contract program was administered under the technical direction of the Aircraft
Structures Test Laboratory by the Project Egineer, Mr. Sanford Lustig.

The program was conducted at the Lockheed-California Company, under the techni-
cal administration of Mr. M. A. Melcon, Department Manager, Structural Methods.
Technical supervision was under the direction of Mr. W. J. Crichlow, Group Engi-
neer, Structural Statics. Mr. L. 3. McCulloch maintained technical direction of
the overall analysis and test program and prepared the final report, with the
assistance of other technical personnel in the Structural Methods Department.
The statistical analysis of the S-N data was performed by Dr. F. M. Mueller.

The laboratory experimental program was under the technical administration of Mr.
H. W. Foster, Division Manager,Lockheed Structures Research Laboratory. The
design and assembly of the experimental equipment and the development of operat-
ional techniques were under the technical supervision of Mr. 3. Rebman, Group
Engineer, Structural Development Research, assisted by Mr. 3. Fairchild. He was
also assisted in the assembly of electronic equipment for magnetic tape signal
analysis and the recording of special loading spectra, and for fatigue test mac-
hine control equipment by Mr. W. B. Brewer, Group Engineer, Electrical Instrument-
ation, aided by Mr. R. A. Meyer, Electrical Design; Mr. 3. B. Harlan, tape
equipment; Mr. P. •. Latham, electrical calibration, monitoring, and maintenance.

Testing was under the direct supervision of Mr. H. W. Grebe, Mr. R. H. Wells,
and Mr. 3. B. Ryan, assisted by Mr. R. 3. Cox, Mr. R. L. Lowe, and Mr. L. Silvas.

The majority of the typing of the report was done by Mrs. Evelyn Stephenson and
Mrs. Mary Ungerman.

The assembly of the electronic equipment for magnetic tape reading, counting,
tape recording of special loading spectra, and for the magnetic tape controlled
fatigue test equipment, along with the development of the calibration and monitor-
ing techniques, and the testing of some of the spectrum loaded coupons, reported
herein, was shared between this contract and the companion contract, No. Al 33
(616)-6574 'Research Study and fEkperimental Verification of Fatigue Life Predict-
ion Theories.*
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ABSTRACT

An investigation was carried out of the effectiveness in fatigue tests of
practical representations of aircraft service loadings. The investigation
required the development of test apparatus capable of applying typical
random loading histories. Using this equipment random gust loadings, mili-
tary maneuver loadings, ground loadings, and composites of flight and ground
loadings were applied. The results obtained were used to evaluate the ade-
quacy of ordered, cyclic loading representations of the random loadings.

The evaluations indicate that spectra of cyclic loadings based on simple mean
crossing peak counts of service loading records can be directly employed in
tests in which the maximum values of applied stress are moderately high. In
tests where lower peak stresses are generated, the test lives may provide an
unconservative estimate of service life. The results obtained in composite
loading tests indicate that the cumulative effect of flight loadings, ground
loadings, and ground to air transitions is nonlinear. However, in one set of
tests representing the service conditions in the wing root region of conven-
tional transport aircraft, adequate simulations of the effect of composite
random loadings were obtained.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

The investigation of structural fatigue problems usually requires carrying
out tests. Often, these tests provide purely comparative evaluations of
similar structure using rather arbitrarily chosen test conditions. In such
tests, the correspondence of test loadings to service loadings may be quite
approximate. However, when the size and cost of a fatigue test specimen
becomes large, such comparative testing is often not practical. In such a
case, the test of one or of a very few specimens must provide information on
the probable location of cracking in service use, the service time at which
such cracking may be anticipated, the possible rate of crack propagation, and
the adequacy of any provisions for crack stopping. If the attainment of
these objectives is not likely, the cost of a test may be questioned.

To attain this ambitious test goal, all of the test conditions must be care-
fully selected. Of most importance, however, is the adequacy of the simu-
lation of the service loadings. Since it has not been possible in a laboratory
test to duplicate service loading time histories, the selection of adequate
but attainable simulations of service loading histories poses many problems.
The first of these problems - one of fundamental importance - is the adequacy
of the reduction of any particular service loading history to numerical form.
In this context the adequacy of the reduction must be defined in terms of the
effect of the actual service loadings.

To illustrate the type of time history of load or stress which must be repre-
sented in flight vehicle fatigue work, a copy of a short length of loading
trace is presented on Figure 1. This trace was recorded on an aircraft flying
in turbulence. To use the information provided by the trace in test work, the
trace movements must be replaced by simple cyclic motions which will have the
same effect as the actual trace movements. This requirement is dictated by
the general availability of test apparatus which produces simple cyclic load-
ing histories.

Examination of such traces has led to the definition of several methods of
trace interpretation. However, substantially all of the published data on
service loading histories are based on the use of essentially one method of
interpretation which is usually described as the peak count method.

Historically, the first reductions of service loading histories were made from
V-G record cards or plates. The characteristics of such records permitted
the reading and classification of only the major load peaks. These peaks were
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considered to define load transitions from the lg or steady state load.
Furthermore, when the number of positive and negative excursions of parti-
cular magnitudes were approximately equal, it was convenient and desirable
in fatigue work to couple a positive and negative excursion to form a
cycle of loading acting about the mean (1g) value.

When continuous traces of the tyoe shown on Figure 1 became available, the
application of this general anproach was continued. As a result, a large
part of the fund of numerical data on service loading and service stress
histories reflects the recording of peak values of excursions from a nominal
mean value. In addition, in the use of these newer data in fatigue work,
equal excursions of opposite sign are usually coupled to define simple
loading or stress cycles. This coupling is usually arbitrary since the
continuous recordings show that many of the positive and negative peak* of
equal magnitude do not occur consecutively in service.

The adequacy, in fatigue evaluations, of this rather arbitrary method of
representing service loading histories is suspect. In addition, many deci-
sions must be made about the manner in which the representation is to be used
in a test. For example, selections must be made of the sequence in which
loadings of different types or loadings from different service conditions
are to be applied, the degree of randomization of the different classifi-
cations of loadings must be decided upon and the utility of simplifications
must be assessed,

Unfortunately, the usefulness in fatigue tests of the conventional numerical
representations of service loading histories and of the multiple decisions
required in selecting test load patterns has not been experimentally investi-
gated on a comparative basis. This has been due to the lack of test equip-
ment capable of applying the types of service loading histories recorded on
aircraft. The development of an operational system adequate for this task
was one of the main problems in the contract work. With the development of
this system, comparisons of test lives obtained under flight recorded random
loadings with those obtained under simple representations of such loadings
are now possible.

This report presents the results of an investigation of the factors which
have been described. However, since the number of variables is very large
and the effects of single variables are probably not linearly cumulative,
exhaustive evaluation of single variables has not been attempted. Rather,
the aim has been to exolore the anplicability of readily attainable inter-
pretations of each of several classifications of service loading histories,
the usefulness of particular test loading pattern selections and the
possibility of marked simplification of test plans.

More explicitly, the investigation was carried out in two stages. The objec-
tive of the preliminary stage was an evaluation of several methods of repre-
senting service loading records by spectra of discrete loadings. The methods
were evaluated by simple comparisons of the spectra produced by each method
and also by tests. In the tests both random loading records and spectral
representations of these records were used to obtain comparative test lives.
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The objectives of the second stage were, first, an evaluation of the choice of
test variables and, secondly, an investigation of the effect of coupling
flight and ground loadings with the ground to air to ground transitions which
occur once per flight. As in the latter part of the first stage, the evalua-
tions were based on comparisons of the test lives developed by use of random
loadings with those obtained using ordered loading representations. Gust,
military maneuver and ground loadings were investigated separately and then in
combination.
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SECTION II

PRELIMINARY I NVESTI GATION

Random Loading Trace Selection and Interpretation

In the preliminary investigation, methods of concisely representing the load-
ing histories on continuous service load recordings were evaluated. For this
work the apparently simple task of selecting suitable records posed some diff-
culty. Any reduction of service loading histories involves an evaluation of
a wide range of amplitudes with amplitude components acting over a range of
frequencies. To obtain records with such characteristics, the output of a
random noise generator might be used. However, in keeping with the general
intent to keep the present investigation focused as directly as possible on
the overall problems of immediate concern, it was considered desirable to
obtain and use load recordings made on aircraft in flight. Some limitation
of scope and increase ip cost is dictated by this approach. However, the
results to be obtained are clearly more directly applicable in the selection
and interpretation of fatigue test loadings than those that would be obtained
by the use of arbitrarily generated loading histories.

For the purpose of the investigation, traces of loading history recorded on
magnetic tape were required. In this form the trace lends itself to multiple
uses. It may be scanned, copied, filtered or otherwise manipulated by the use
of electronic equipment. It can also be reproduced on paper for visual ex-
amination if required and it can be used directly to control the loadings
applied in laboratory tests. However, at the time of initiation of this con-
tract it was not widespread practice to record flight test data on magnetic
tape. Consequently considerable difficulty was experienced in obtaining a
suitable record for this work.

With the support of the Air Force project engineer on the contract, a record
on magnetic tape of loadings on a B-h7 aircraft during a complete flight was
obtained from the Boeing Aircraft Corporation in Wichita. This record con-
tained continuous traces of vertical accelerations at the center of gravity and
of bending moments and strains at several locations on the structure. During
the flight a substantial period of time was spent at an altitude of approxi-
mately 800 feet and at a speed of approximately 280 knots in substantially
continuous turbulence. The record for approximately 96 minutes of this phase
of the flight was selected for detailed examination.

Since, among other variables, the responses of different elements of an air-
frame to the same external loadings cover different ranges of frequencies,
it was considered necessary to evaluate at least two traces showing sabstan-
tially different frequency responses. This requirement led to the choice of
the traces of bending moment at the wing root and fin root for use in this
program. Visual examination of oscillographs of these two traces provided
an adequate guide to these selections. A sample length of each trace is
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shown on Figure 2.

To obtain assurance that the record contained a reasonably continuous distri-
bution of excursion magnitudes, an oscillograph of a five minute length of
the wing root bending moment trace was given a detailed examination. To
indicate the suitability of the traces, a conventional peak count interpretation
of the trace variations on the five minute oscillograph is shown on Figure 3.
These counts were obtained by visual scanning of the record and averaging
several independent readings. While the methods used in interpreting traces
and presenting data will be discussed in more detail in later paragraphs, the
graph is presented as assurance that the traces selected for use do not rep-
resent discontinuous distributions of excursion magnitudes.

Visual scanning of the total lengths of the two traces chosen for use indicated
variations in the mean values. Tc simplify the use of the record, each trace
was reproduced in two parts. One part represented the variation in mean where
the mean was defined by continuous integration of the area under the original
trace over successive trace lengths of approximately 1.5 minutes. The second
part was a copy of the dynamic motions of the trace measured with respect to
the moving mean value just defined. For each record the two parts were recorded
as separate signals on a new tape. In this way attention could be focused on
the relatively slow chanees in mean, on the dynamic portion of the record or,
by simple electrical summing, each original record could be reproduced.

A plot of the variations in mean values is presented on Figure 4. The decrease
in mean shown for the wing loading trace probably reflects the consumption of
fuel carried in the wing. The changes in mean + own for the fin loading trace
probably reflect changes in trim.

In making copies of the tapes, the original tape speed was changed so as to
compress the record. This change, which was dictated by the need for mini-
mizing tape handling time and test times, was guided by exploratory tests on
equipment being developed for the program. These tests required restrictions
on the average rate of testing which were imposed by the high rates of load-
irg defined by the trace shapes. These restrictions led to the making of
copies of the 96 minutes of wing loading history which could be applied in
tests in approximately six minutes at the standard tape speed of seven and one-
half inches per second. In the case of the fin loading record, the content of
higher loading frequencies required recording so that the 96 minutes of real
time history would be applied in approximately 30 minutes of test time using
the same tape speed. These ratios of test to real time reflect the stiffnesses
of particular specimen geometries and loading arrangements used in this program,

For routine use, multiple copies of each tape were prepared and spliced to
fill a reel. Each reel had a running time of approximately one hour.

The dynamic traces of wing and tail loading, containing only the responses to
turbulence and miscellaneous course correction loadings, were used in the major
effort to evaluate trace reduction methods. In this effort, attention was
concentrated on the use of three methods usually called the mean crossing peak
count, the simple range count and the simple interval crossing count methods.
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Mean Crossing Peak Count Method

In applying this method, only the maximum excursion of the trace which
occurs between each crossing of the mean line is recorded. The values
of subsidiary peaks occurring during the interval between crossings of
the mean line are therefore ignored. This method is believed to be
basically similar to the one used in the production of most of the pub-
lished numerical data on load frequency distributions. Each value of
excursion peak which is recorded is classified by sign and by magnitude
and the number of occurrences of like sign are summed progressively from
the higher to the lower magnitudes. This process produces a tabulation
of the number of times a particular excursion peak has been equalled or
exceeded. The tabulation thus defines a cumulative frequency of occur-
rence spectrum. When, as is often the case, the distribution of positive
and negative excursions is approximately symmetrical, it is conventional
to group excursions of the same magnitude to describe simple cycles. The
end result is then often presented graphically as a cumulative frequency
distribution of cyclic excursions from the mean value.

Simple Range Count Method

In applying this method, a particular magnitude of excursion range is
selected. The trace is then scanned to establish the number of times
it makes an excursion in the direction of increasing load magnitude
which exceeds the selected range, followed, at some location on the trace,
by a corresponding excursion of decreasing magnitude. This process is
then repeated for several values of range to cover the maximum excursion
on the record. In this type of reduction, the movements of the trace
are followed without consideration of the existence of a mean value. The
results obtained indicate merely the number of positive and negative ex-
cursions which equal or exceed a particular value. In using this inform-
ation however, it is usually assumed that the difference between the mean
value for each recorded excursion or range and the local value of the
trace mean is not large. The value of the trace mean is then assumed to
apply in interpretation and use of the spectrum of range values.

Simple Interval Crossing Count Method

In applying this method the maximum range of the excursion on the record is
first divided into intervals. Every crossing of each interval boundary by
the trace when it is moving in a positive direction is then recorded. The
number of crossings recorded for a boundary at any one level may be subtract-
ed from the nuimiber recorded for the next lower level to obtain an indication
of the number of peak values occurring within the interval. For a trace

defining a variety of amplitudes but produced at an approximately constant
cyclic frequency (a smooth trace) the method should produce excellent
agreement with simple peak counts. However, for a record containing
irregular trace shapes with a range of frequency components, the differ-
ence in number of crossings described above probably indicates only
the difference between the number of peak and valley occurrences within
any interval. In any event, there is considerable current interest
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in the results which may be obtained with this method. It may be ex-
pected to produce a spectrum comparable to the estimated spectrum of
discrete load occurrences which can be obtained from a power spectral
representaticn of the record.

These methods are described and illustrated in more detail in Appendix I.
Other methods and many variants of the three methods may be devised.
However, the methods chosen for use are representative of those proposed
and used in the past, they are readily adaptable to use on electronic tape
scanning equipment and they provide different weightings of the character-
istics of complex traces.

Although not employed directly in the investigation, power spectral density
distributions of two short lengths of trace are presented in Appendix II. The
spectra of discrete loadings derived from these distributions are also shown
and compared with interval crossing and mean crossing peak count spectra for the
same lengths of trace.

Each of the three methods described above were applied in the interpretation of
the two dynamic loading traces selected for study. In this work, specially developed
tape handling equipment was employed. The equipment is capable of tape copying,
trace generation and trace analysis. It is described in detail in Appendix I
which also presents a discussion of its use and an analysis of the accuracy
attainable in the representation of trace content. A general view of the
equipment is shown on Figure 5.

The results of the multiple interpretations of the two tapes are presented
on Figures 6 and 7. On these figures the values obtained in each type of trace
reduction have been prosented in a consistent form. Each curve presents
the conventional interpretation of the data as it would be used to define
cyclic loadings acting about a constant mean load. To obtain the curves for
the peak count and interval crossing count methods, substantial uniformity
of the distribution of positive and negative values permitted their grouping
in the conventional manner.

The degree of agreement obtained when the three count methods were applied
to the two traces having quite different content was not anticipated. It
was expected that each of the three count methods would produce spectra having
generally similar shapes but widely different numbers of occurrence. In
this event tests would be carried out using the cyclic loadings defined by
one method and the test lives compared with those obtained using random
loading. This comparison would indicate which of the three methods produced
spectra which most nearly represented the actual severity of each random
loading trace. However, when the probable scatter in test lives is taken
into account, Figures 6 and 7 cast doubt on the possibility of obtaining a
clear definition of superiority of one method over another.

To obtain additional information on the apparent uniformity of results pro-
duced by the use of different trace reduction methods, use was made of records
on magnetic tape of accelerations at the center of gravity of a B-66 aircraft.
These records, obtained while the aircraft was flown through turbulence at low
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Figure 5 General View of Tape Handling Equipment
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altitude, were supplied by the Douglas Aircraft Company in Santa Monica. A
length of tape containing substantially continuous trace activity was selected
and the type of peak and range counting previously described was used to
produce spectra. These spectra, shown on Figure 8 indicate the same order
of agreement as that shown for the wing loading trace on Figure 6. In a
further effort to obtain a clear distinction between the results to be ob-
tained by the different count methods, a random trace was generated. In this
effort, the intent was to generate a record for which the shape of the derived
spectra would be substantially different from those previously obtained. In
other words, a marked change in the relative frequency of measured load occur-
rences was desired.

To obtain such a record, the trace of the B-47 wing root bending moment vari-
ations was amplified in a non-linear manner. This modified trace was then
interpreted using each of the three methods. The results obtained are shown
on Figure 9. Once again the three methods produced similar spectra.

It is unlikely that the similarities shown for the three count methods could
be demonstrated for all traces or all trace lengths. Each method tends to
weight particular aspects of trace histories. It would, for example, be
possible to generate traces having particular shapes for which the three
methods would describe quite different spectra. However, the interest in
this investigation is restricted to the practical problem of the reduction of
substantial lengths of trace whose frequency content is largely restricted
to the range of relatively low frequencies which is characteristic of most
flight vehicles. 'n terms of this problem, the spectra which have been pre-
sented indicate that the integrations of trace content provided by each of
three methods are quite similar. This conclusion reflects the use of sub-
stantial lengths of trace of quite different content which can be described
by spectra of quite different shapes.

These results do not, of course, throw light on whether or not any spectra
derived from the tapes adequately reflect the severity of the random loading
traces. For this aspect of the investigation, comparisons are required of
the test lives obtained under random loadings with those obtained using simple
cyclic loading simulations of the random history.

Test Specimen Descriptions

In the test work, simple coupon-type specimens containing stress concentrating
holes were employed. Two magnitudes of stress concentration, identified by
theoretical Kt values of 4.0 and 7.0, were obtained by varying the geometry
of the holes. A sketch of the specimen is presented on Figure 10. All speci-
mens were taken from .040 inch thick sheets of non-clad 7075-T6 aluminum alloy
rolled from material obtained in a single heat. To identify the basic material
strength and to gain assurance of uniformity, longitudinal grained tensile test
specimens were taken along the longitudinal axis of each sheet. The test section
of each specimen conformed to ASTN Standard E8-57T.

The results of static tests of these specimens are presented in Appendix III.
They indicate quite adequate uniformity of material strength.
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Figure 10 Notched Sheet Test Coupons
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Test Apparatus and Procedures

To apply to these test specimens the complex loading histories defined on the
loading tapes, special equipment was required. This equipment was developed
using available components and using control techniques which have been pre-
viously employed. However, the extreme range of trace shapes and of loading
rates and the requirement for a high order of precision and repeatability
imposed conditions which were difficult to meet. A description of this equip-
ment is presented in Appendix I. A general view of the equipmentis shown on
Figure 11 and a close-up showing the mounting of a test specimen is presented
on Figure 12.

In using this equipment considerable difficulty was encountered in adequately
controlling and monitoring the loading histories of specimens. For a particular
set of tests the programming signal, scaled by the electronic portion of the
test apparatus and used to control the action of servo valves , was recorded.
This signal, defined as the input signal, was scanned and counted - usually by
the mean crossing peak count method - to determine compliance with the test
requirements. However, small differences in the response of individual servo
valves could substantially modify specimen loading histories. These difficul-
ties led to the need for semi-continuous monitoring of specimen loadings. In
addition to normal test control procedures, the monitoring involved recording
the output of strain-gages mounted on calibrated load cells. These cells,
which were loaded in series with the specimens, are visible on Figure 12. To
illustrate the quality of machine response finally attained, a sample compari-
son of a simultaneously recorded machine input and load cell output signal is
shown on Figure 13.

In general, the load cell output was scanned for any obvious evidence of mal-
function and then the trace was reduced to spectral form. Since it was not
practical to make and read complete recordings of the test histories of speci-
mens covering many hours of test time, a record sampling procedure was adopted.
The use of this procedure provided guides to the steps required for stabili-
zation of the test system, the development of carefully controlled test rout-
ines arid the generation of useful data. In the process of attaining this
goal however, 268 specimens were used and approximately hO reels of test
programming and test history monitoring tapes were produced and read. A log
of this test work, tabulations of data and a set of spectra obtained from the
tapes are presented in Appendix IV. The values plotted for each spectrum
represent a single length or single application of a basic trace length. For
several records thuse reducti3ns indicated a lack of symmetry of the largest
positive and negative loadings. However, in reporting test lives, the inter-
pretation of the loading history on the appropriate monitor tape is given by
a single spectral line drawn to best represent the data points.

Preliminary Random Loading Test Data

Using the records described above, several results obtained in preliminary
testing will be presented and discussed. These results do not bear directly
on tne evaluations of spectra. However, they provide some assurance that
such evaluations may be restricted to traces containing constant mean values.
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.Figure 11General. View of Specimen Loading Apparatus

Figure 12 Close-up of Terst Specimen Install.ation
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As described in a preceding section, the original B-47 records contained
significant changes in mean load level during the 96 minutes of flight.
Since such changes are characteristic of many service loading records,
it was considered desirable to obtain an indication of their effect. For
this purpose, the tape signals representing the variations in mean and
the signals representing the dynamic loadings were electrically summed
and used in tests.

When the wing loading tape was used, the initial value of mean stress
during each repetition of the loading trace was 12,000 psi followed by a
decrease to 10,000 psi. In these tests, in which the loading trace was
repeated every 6 minutes, a peak incremental stress of approximately
12,000 psi was employed. When the fin loading tape was used, the initial
value of mean stress during each trace repetition was 3,000 psi followed
by variations of the order indicated on Figure 4 which oroduced temporary
mean stresses as large as 10,000 psi. In this use of the fin loading
trace, which required 30 minutes for each repetition, a peak incremental
stress of approximately 19,000 psi was employed. The test loading his-
tories which were obtained are listed in Table 12 in Appendix IV and are
presented on Figures 14 and 16. In all such presentations of test loading
histories in this report, the incremental value of stress in each cycle
measured from the mean value is defined as the varying stress. The
stresses shown are nominal values based on the specimen gross area. The
spectral shapes reflect zero crossing peak counts of test loading monitor
tapes.

To evaluate these test results, two groups of values are available from
tests in which the wing and the fin tapes produced comparable varying
stresses. In these tests, a constant mean stress of 122000 psi was applied.
The results obtained are listed in Table 12 in Appendix IV and are presented
on Figures 15 and 17. A comparison of Figures 14 and 15 indicates that the
moderate reduction of mean stress in one group of tests using the wing
loa•ding tape had little effect on the specimen test histories. A comparison
of Figures 16 and 17 indicates that the substantial variation in mean stress
applied to one set of specimens produced test lives covering a wider range
but having approximstely the same mean value as those produced by a higher,
constant mean stress of 12,000 psi. It must be noted that, with an initial
mean stress of 3,000 psi, Figure 4 indicates mean stress values of the
order of 8,000 - 10,000 psi most of the test time.

The results obtained in these two groups of tests indicate that moderate
reductions of mean stress - of the order of '23'0' - have minor effects on test
lives and that relatively large but temporary rec-uctions in mean may not be
significant.

In addition to these preliminary random loading tests, several tests were
carried out in which the wing loading tape was simply reversed. In these
tests the magnitudes of varying stress and of the constant mean stress were
ncxninally the same as those used in the tests which produced the results
shoin on Figure 15. A monitor record of the test loadings was not obtained
but, as might be expected, the multiple applications of this reversed tape
led to test durations which fell within the range of those obtained for
normal use of the tape.
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Ordered Loading Tape Preparation and Use

To resume the evaluation of trace reduction methods, comparisons of the methods
based on fatigue tests are required. To obtain the data needed, an ordered,
cyclic loading representation of the content of a random loading trace is first
recorded on magnetic tape. This tape is used in tests to obtain specimen lives
and these lives are compared with the lives obtained when the random loading
trace is similarly used. This comparison can provide the most informative mea-
sure of the utility in fatigue work of the method used to deduce the ordered
loading representation.

In this preliminary investigation it was considered desirable to minimize the
effect on test comparisons of regularly encountered test variables. In part-
icular, it was desirable to divorce the tests as much as possible from later
tests in which principal variables are the size of the stress interval in the
test loading spectrum and the size of the unit spectrum to be repetitively
applied. To minimize the effect of stress interval, the ordered cyclic load-
ing traces were generated so that the stress intervals in each unit spectrum
were very small over substantially the full range of load magnitudes. A sketch
of the loading pattern is shown on Figure 18 and a sample of the cyclic loading
trace is presented on Figure 19. To minimize the effect of load sequence, the
unit spectra recorded for repeated application were based on the unit length of
random loading traces. Exploratory tests had indicated that a substantial
number of repetitions of this unit (20-100) would be required to produce specimen
failure.

To extend the scope of this phase of the investigation, random loading test
lives were first obtained using the non-linearly amplified wing root random
loading trace previously described. The results obtained are presented on
Figure 20. Then, for each of the random loading test histories obtained using
a constant mean stress of 12,000 psi, ordered loading representations were
selected. In this work, the general similarity of the spectra deduced from
the random loading traces by several methods suggested the use of mean crossing
p6ak counts. Such counts were used in the preparation of test loading tapes
and three groups of test data were obtained. These data are presented on
Figures 21, 22, and 23. in addition, two test results were obtained using a
loading tape containing the conventional, cyclic loading, representation of
the simple range counts reported for the wing root bending trace. These results
are presented on Figure 24 and the range count interpretations of the comparable
random loading test lives are presented on Figure 25.

Comparisons of Ordered and Random Loading Test Lives

To evaluate the results obtained in these tests, comparisons of random loading
and ordered loading test lives are presented on Figures 26, 27, 28, and 29.

Ideally, such comparisons are made between spectra of matching shapes. In
preparing the programming tapes containing cyclic loadings, an exact match
to a spectrum representing a random loading history was attempted but not always
attained. 'iiinor variations were considered to be acceptable since precise
definition of the random trace content is not possible. In addition, modifi-
cation of input signals by the test apparatus sometimes occurred. In early
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work, such modifications, identified from reductions of test history monitor
tapes, led to repeated preparation of programming tapes and multiple sets
of tests. However, continuance of this effort to obtain better matching of
spectral shapes was not considered to be justified. The comparative graphs,
which are based on reductions of monitor tapes, are believed to provide def.
initions of test histories which are adequate for the comparisons being made.

Examination of these graphs led to the conclusion that the mean crossing peak
count representation of random loading traces should be used in later phases
of the investigation. The comparison of random trace representations pre-
viously presented as Figures 6 and 7 does not suggest that more consis-
tent test comparisons would be obtained by the choice of a different method
of trace reduction.

With the selection of a method of representing the load content on a random
loading trace and the development of adequate test techniques, the preliminary
investigation was considered to be complete. The scope of the work was then
broadened to cover a wider range of the loading conditions and of the test
variables which must be considered in fatigue investigations.
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SECTION III

SCOPE OF MAIN INESTIGATION

The complexity of loading histories of flight vehicles has led to several general
data classifications. The oscillatory type of loadings developed during flight
through turbulent air and those produced by minor course deviations and corrections
are ordinarily reported as gust loadings. The loadings associated with significant,
simultaneously occurring changes in altitude and/or speed are sometimes segregated
and reported as maneuver loadings. In the case of fighter-trainer type military
aircraft, all recorded flight loadings are often interpreted as maneuver loadings.
The loadings recorded during and imiediately following landiLng impact are ident-
ified as landing loads but are seldom reported in detail. The load-time histories
are complex and are usually assocLated with rapid transitions in mean or steady
state values. Finally, the loadings recorded during operation on the ground are
usually grouped and reported as taxi loads. For some components, this list must
be amplified by time histories of pressurization loadings, buffet loadings and
temperature changes. in general, the loadings in each of these classifications
reflect wide variatiuns of vehicle weight and speed and, in the case of flight
loadIngs, of altitude. The total history for even one flight is therefore complex
with changes o' mean loading which are too large to ignore. However, when data,
classified as described above, are obtained for sabstantial periods of a parti-
cular type of service operation, a uniformity of load frequency distributions
often appears. This uniformity suggests that useful results can be obtained in
tests which employ integrations of available data for all load sources.

The proper use of these data has, however, been uncertain. As described in the
preceding section of this report, there has been reasonable doubt as to the
adequacy of the countin-j methods generally used to reduce service loading histories.
to spectral form. In addition, when a continuous spectrum of a particular type
or classification of loadings has been obtained, there is uncertainty about the
degree to which it can be simplified to define test loadings. Finally, many tests
using very simple loading patterns have demonstrated non-linearity of load effects.
This suggests that the si.iolification of tests cannot be based on the assumption
that the effects of several classifications of loadings are linearly accumulative.

To explore these very practical aspects of the fatigue problem, comparisons of
random loading and ordered loading test lives were obtained for gust loadings,
for military maneuver loadings, for ground loadings and for composites of these
loadings representing total service histories. Each of these test phases is
described in detail in the following sections.
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SECTION IV

COMPARISON OF RANDOM AND ORDERED GUST LOADING TESTS

Generation of Master Random Loading Tapes

To carry out this phase of the ihvestigation, a random loading tape was re-
quired which would contain an adequate representation of the gust loading
histories developed in long periods of service. The available records indicate
that such histories can be described by a characteristic shape of spectrum,
that they demonstrate a relatively slow increase of peak loading magnitudes and
that they justify the assumption of symmetric positive and negative load distri-
butions. These characteristics could not be expected in the 96 minutes of B-47
record which was employed in the preliminary investigation. However, these
records did contain the variety of trace shapes and the continuity of excursion
magnitude distributions which were required in the investigation. Modification
of one of the traces was, therefore, necessary to obtain the type of record which
was sought.

From the traces used in the preliminary investigation, the trace representing
dynamic wing root loadings on the B-47 aircraft was selected for modification.
This choice was suggested by the general interest in airframe fatigue work in
the loadings for this region of wings.

The first step in the series of required modifications was the application of
a non-linear amplification to the basic trace. The amplification system was
tailored so that it had maximum effect on the largest trace excursion, a minor
effect on slightly smaller excursions and a negligible effect on the remaining
excursions. Using this approach the magnitudes of the largest positive and
negative excursions were made equal while retaining the local trace shapes.
The length of tape so produced was identified as tape AI. The mean crossing
peak counts obtained for this tape are shown on Figure 30° On this plot the
values of voltage increments defined by the trace signals have been converted
to values of incremental stress considered to be reasonably representative for
wing root regions of large aircraft. Then, having a basic tape with adequate
symmetry of excursion magnitudes, a second tape was produced on which all mag-
nitudes were reduced to 75 percent of those on tape A1 . This tape, identified
as A2 , was required for extension of the spectrum in the region of the lower
excursion magnitudes. When the loading history on this tape is added to the
history on tape A1 , a more representative frequency of occurrence distribution
is obtained. This is illustrated on Figure 31 which shows the peak count dis-
tributions for tapes A1 and A2 and also the distribution when the two are used
in sequence.

To provide for the relatively slow growth of peak excursions, additional tapes
were generated. A non-linear amplification, tailored as described above so that
its effect was restricted essentially to the maximum excursions, was applied to
tape Al. This operation produced a trace having peak magnitudes approximately
15 percent greater than those on tape Al. This tape was identified as tape B1 .
Similarly tapes Cl, Dl, and El, were produced having peak magnitudes approx-
imately 20, 30, and 40 percent greater respectively than those on tape A1 . Finally,
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tapes B2 , C2 , D2 and E2 were produced. The trace on each of these tapes

was a copy of the trace on the similarly identified tape but with all ex-
cursion magnitudes reduced to 75 percent of those on the trace being copied.

Using multiple copies of these component tapes, four reels of tape identified
as master tapes 49, 50, 51 and 52 were assembled. The sequence of component
tapes making up each reel is indicated below. The running time for each reel

is approximately one hour.

Tape 52

Component tapes A1  A2  A1  B2  B1  A1  A2  A2  B1  B2

Relative Maximum Load 1.OO .75 1.00 .86 1.15 1.OO .75 .75 1.15 .86

Tape 49

Component tapes Al A2  A1  A2  Cl A2  A1  A2  A1  C2

Relative Maximum Load 1.00 .75 1.00 .75 1.20 .75 1.00 .75 1.OO .90

Tape 50

Component tapes A1  A2  A1  A2  D1  A2  A1  A2  A1  D2

Relative Maximum Load 1.00 .75 1.00 .75 1.30 .75 1.00 .75 1.00 .975

Tape 51

Component tapes A1  A2  A1  A2  E1  A2  A1  A2  A1  E2

Relative Maximum Load 1.00 .75 1.00 .75 1.4o .75 1.00 .75 1.00 1.05

The peak count interpretations of the loading history on each master tape are
presented in Table 1. The stress values listed wero obtained using the same
voltage to stress conversion factor as that employed in the representation of
tapes A1 and A2 .

In the use of the master tapes to produce test histories containing increasing
peak load magnitudes, it was considerel desirable to apply each larger peak
at approximately the mid point of the anticipated period for its occurrence.
These periods, which are usually expressed in hours in practical problems, were
read from the spectrum for tapes A1 plus A2 amplified to represent a longer
service time,
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The sequence in which the master tapes were applied in test work is shown below.

Test Sequence Master Tape
kin hours) Number

1 52
2 49
3 52
4 125 5o
6 49
7 49
8 52
9 50

10 52
11 52
12 52
13 49
14 51

Note that, using this sequence, 14 reels (approximately 14 hours) are required
for the application of the maximum excursion in a random loading test. In
tests of longer duration, the sequence is simply repeated so that a truncation
of the loading spectrum is introduced.

The peak count spectrum for a 14 hour random loading test is also shown on
Figure 31to demonstrate the end result of the trace modifications and couplings
which have been described. To illustrate the general character of the record,
a sample trace is presented on Figure 32.

The general shape of the upper and mid range portions of the 114 hour spectrum
presented on Figure 31 provide a reasonable representation of the gust loading
spectral shapes often produced for tests of the wing root regions of transport
aircraft. Such spectra represent integrations of the effects of the wide range
of weights, speeds and altitudes associated with transport operations. As
such, the spectrum is considered to be suitable for use in this investigation.
However, in the region of minimum loadings, the spectrum is effectively trun-
cated. The limitation on the number of lower loadings is not believed to be
significant in tests of small, one-piece specimens in which fretting in the
test region is not possible. In tests of complex specimens in which fretting
may play a significant role in defining fatigue crack locations and test times,
an amplification of the number of cycles of minimum magnitudes might be re-
quired to adequately simulate the effect of service loading histories.

Random Loading Test Dnta

Having generated a set of master random loading tapes, they may be put to
multiple use. For example, they may be used to represent service loading
histories at different points within a structure. For any one history of
external loadings on a particular vehicle, the appropriate mean stresses
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and the spectra of incremental stresses will vary throughout the structure.
In general, where the design stresses are high, the mean stress and the peak
incremental stress will both be relatively high. -here the design stress is
moderate both mean and peak incremental stress will be relatively low. Note,
however, that differences in structural response frequencies may not produce
a simple linear relaticnship between the magnitude of mean stress and the
magnitude of peak incremental str-ss. In addition, for classes of aircraft
having widely different design load factors, the general levels of stress due
to gust loadings will be quite different. For example, in fighter aircraft,
the normally high design load factor usually produces a low mean or lg stress
and relatively low peak incremental stresses due to gusts.

To investigate the importance of the differences in stress history which
have been described, the master tapes were used in two sets of tests. In
one set, the gross area specimen stress produced by the constant mean test
load was 12,000 psi. In these tests the peak incremental stress recorded
during the application of the first component tape (A1 ) was approximately
lh,O00 psi. In the second set of tests, a constant mean stress of 6000 psi
was applied and the peak incremental stress produced by the first tape com-
ponent was approximately 10,000 psi. In each set of tests, two specimen
geometries Kt - 4.O and Kt - 7.0 were used.

The choice of test stress levels represented some compromise between most
representative values and values indicated by the results obtained in ex-
ploratory tests carried out during the preliminary investigation. An extreme
range of test condttions had been selected. These conditions varied from
high stress histories applied to Kt - 7.0 specimens to relatively low stress
histories applied to Kt - h.0 specimens. A rather extreme range of test
lives was therefor anticipated and it was necessary to guard against either
excessively short or excessively long test times. The test times actually
obtained ranged from slightly over one hour to 45 hours,

The representation of the random loading test lives was based on zero crossing
peak counts of monitor tapes. These tapes contained the specimen loading
histories produced by each component tape in the master series which
was employed in the test. These partial histories were then multiplied by the
number of times each component tape had been used. The test loading histories
so obtained are listed in Tables T), 5, 16, & 17 in Appendix V and are pre-
sented graphically on Figures 33. 3h, 35 & 36. The moderate differences of
spectrum shape shown on the figures reflect the differences in number of com-
ponent tapes which had been applied at specimen failure.

The major distinction between the two spectra of applied loadings might be
described by the difference between the average slopes of the high load
portions of the spectra. However, to reflect the changes in mean stress and
to emphasize the importance of stress magnitude, the two classes of loading
histories are identified on the graphs as high peak and low peak. These terms
are purely relative but may be used in this report because each term always
identifies the same combination of mean and initial value of peak stress.
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Generation of Ordered Loading Tapes

Based on the work reported for the preliminary investigation, zero crossing
peak count representations of the random loading histories were selected for
the preparrtion of ordered loading tapes. For each set of random loading
test lives shown on Figures 33-36, the average test life was determined and
its peak count representation was used in the generation of tapes containing
ordered, cyclic loading patterns. As in all such simulations of random loading
histories a particular sequence of application of cyclic magnitudes must be
selected, a size of stress interval must be selected and a choice of the size
of the unit spectrum to be repetitively applied must be made. Many tests have
been reported in the literature which indicate that such decisions can have a
marked effect on test lives.

Sequence of Ordered Loads

Since the general intent is to produce an adequate randomization of test
loadings, the particular sequence of application of the loadings defined
for a unit spectnrm may not be important if the spectrum is repeated a
reasonably large number of times. The particular sequence chosen for
use is described as the low-high sequence. The loadings in the unit
spectrim are applied in a sequence of increasing magnitudes.

Stress Interval Size

The choice of stress interval reflects a judgment of the precision with
which the continuous spectrum of random loadings must be represented by
a discontinuous spectrum. This choice is often guided by assumptions of
linearly cumulative damage coupled with the restricted information pro-
vided by conventional S-N curves. In general, however, it appears to
be obvious that a fairly detailed representation of a random loading
history should produce the best simulaticn. The advantage of a fairly
crude representation is in lowered test cost. However, since the total
number of cycles of loading to represent a unit random loading spectrum
should not be appreciably affected by the choice of stress interval, the
reduction in cost made possible by the use of a reduced number of stress
intervals is small if adequate test apparatus is employed. For these
reasons, emphasis was placed on the use of a stress interval of 1000 psi.
However, to obtain an indication of the effect of larger intervals, tapes
were prepared on which a stress interval of 4000 psi was used.

These selections of the precision with which the spectrum is to be
represented suggest similar choices of the minimum values of varying
stress to be applied in tests. In the tests using a stress interval
of 1000 psi the lowest varying stress was 1000 psi and, in tests using
a 4000 psi stress interval, the lowest varying stress was 4000 psi.

Size of Unit Ordered Spectrum

The choice of the size of the unit spectrum to be repetitively applied
reflects an estimate of the degree of randomization required. For the
test work, a unit spectrum representing one-twentieth of the average
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random test life was judged to be adequate. However, to obtain an
indication of the effect of the choice of a larger unit, two tapes
were prepared on which the unit spectrum represented one-tenth of
the appropriate total random loading test life.

A schematic representati'n of the type of sequence used and of the significance
of the stress interval and unit spectrum size variations is presented on
Figure 37.

To illustrate the procedure followed in defining ordered loadings for a
particular case, Figure38 was prepared. The curve in this figure represents
the average test life obtained in a series of random loading tests expressed
in terms of cumulative frequency of load cycle occurrences. Having chosen
a stress interval of 1000 psi and a minimum varying stress of 1000 psi, the
cumulative number of cycles at 1500 psi was subtracted from the cumulative
number at 500 psi to define the number of cycles occurring in the 5OO-1500
psi interval. It is conventionally assumed that an adequate representation
of this partial. history is obtained by considering all of the cycles in the
interval to be applicable at the mid point of the interval. This assumption
appears to be a reasonable one when the stress interval is small. The number
of cycles in the 500-150O psi interval was, therefor, assigned to cyclic
loadings producing 1000 psi varying stress. This process was repeated over
the range of magnitudes on the random loading test spectrum to produce the
stepped graph shown in the region of the curve. The number of cycles indicated
for each stress interval was then divided by 20 to obtain the lower stepped
graph shown on the figure. This graph defines the stress levels and indicates
the number of cycles at each stress level in a unit cyclic loading spectrum.
The loading history so defined was recorded on tape using the low-high loading
sequence previously described and then copied to provide the sequence of
repetitions required. The larger varying stress magnitudes not represented
in the unit spectrum were added to appropriate copies and a sequence of tapes
was assembled. This sequence was selected so that the higher stresses appeared
and were repeated at approximately the mid points of their intervals of occurr-
ence as indicated by the random loading spectrum.

This general procedure was followed in the generation of a set of loading
tapes. The range of test condition variables represented by these tapes is
indicated below.

Ordered Loading Histories Based On

Stress Unit High Peak Random Low Peak Random
Interval Spectrum Loading Test Histories Loading Test Histories
(psi) Size Kt-4.0 Kt07.O Kt-4.O Kt-7.0

1000 1/20 x x x x

1000 1/10 x x

hooo 1/20 x x
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A sample trace showing a portion of an ordered loading history is presented

on Figure 32.

Ordered Loading Test Data

Each ordered loading tape was employed to obtain a set of test data. The data
describing the test loading histories are listed in Tables 21 through 28 in
Appendix V. Since the loadings in these tests were applied at preselected
stress levels, the loading distributions were not continuous. However, the
purpose of the tests was to determine the ability of the ordered loading distri-
butions to represent the continuous spectra of random loadings. To simplfy
comparisons of ordered and random loading histories, the spectra were therefor
presented, in the conventional way, as smooth cumulative frequency of occurrence
curves on Figures 40 through 47. As in the representation of the random loading
test histories, each spectrunm was based on a count of a monitor tape. Because
of the cyclic nature of the loadings, these counts were more precisely defined
than those for a random loading history.

Evaluation of Test Data

One evaluation of the test data is presented in Table 2. This table lists the
number of unit ordered loading spectrum repetitions attained in each test, the
average number for each group and the ratio of this average number to the target
value. As described in preceding paragraphs, each unit loading spectrum was
based on a fraction of the appropriate averare random loading test life. The
application at specimen failure of exactly the number of repetitions defined
by the reciprocal of this fraction would then indicate that the ordered loading
representation had exactly represented the severity of the random loading trace.
The use of thi.s simple numerical index requires that the shapes of the ordered
loading spectra match those of the random loading spectra. This matching of
shapes was attempted but was not always attained in the limited time evailable
for loading tape generation. To illustrate, the range of test lives obtained
in each set of ordered loading tests is compared graphically with the range of
the corresponding set of random loading test lives on Figures 48 through 55.
This comparison must modify the significance of the ratios listed in Table 2.
For example, the ratio reported for specimens having Kt = 4.0 which were tested
using a high peak stress spectrum based on a 1000 psi stress interval and a
relatively small unit spectrum size indicates an average ordered test life
anproximately twice that of the target value. This result would indicate that
the particular ordered representation was only one-half as severe in its effect
as the random loading history. However, the graphs of the results presented
on Figure48 indicates that, over the lower central portion of the spectra, the
two sets of loading histories were quite similar. A simple numerical report
of the results obtained in this set of tests would therefor be misleading.

By comparison with Figure 48 the results shown on Figure 49 indicate that for the
same loading distribution an increase in severity was obtained when a larger
unit spectrum was used. Figure 50 indicates that when a stress interval of 4000
psi was used results roughly comparable to those shown on Figure 48 were obtained
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TABLE 2

COMPARISON OF ORDERM AND RANDOM GUST LOADING TEST DURMTIONS
BASED ON REPETITIONS OF UNIT ORDERED LOADING SPECTRA

Type of Stress Unit Unit Average Target(1)Ratio of
Loading Kt Interval Spectrum Spec. Spectrum Number Number Average

(psi) Size No. Repe- of Repe- of Repe- to Tar-
titions titions titions get No.

of Repe-
titions

High Peak 4.0 1000 1/10 307 9.97
Gust 308 9.03

309 9.00 8.61 10 .861

310 7.01
312 8.C3

1000 1/20 313 25.93
320 29.10
328 50.85 38.35 20 1.918
335 27.58
341 98.01

4000 1/20 326 32.89
331 15.63
332 16.51
334 20.34 29.11 20 1.456
336 33.05
337 22.43
339 53.80
340 38.20

7.0 1000 1/20 293 25.19
294 23.29
295 25.19 23.28 20 1.164
296 27.2h
297 16.52
298 22.23

(i) Number of unit spectra repetitions required for nominally
equivalent random and ordered test lives

(continued on next page)
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TABLE 2 (Continued)

COMPARISON OF ORDERED AND RANDOM GUST LOADING TEST DURATIONS
BASED ON REPETITIONS OF UNIT ORDERED WADING SPFCTRA

Type of Stress Unit Unit Average Target(l) Ratio of

Loading Kt Interval Spectrum Spec. Spectrum Number Number Average
,psi) Size No. Repe- of Repe- of Repe- to Tar-

titions titions titions get No.
of Repe-
titions

Low Peak 4.C 1000 1/10 378 37.94
Gust 387 44.88

388 44.92 52.10 10 5.210

391 83.80
392 48.95

1000 1/20 372 81.97
376 52.96
381 69.82 70.h4 20 3.522
385 62.95
394 84.50

4000 1/20 364 53.61
365 17.61
368 80.89 54.08 20 2.704
370 78.68
377 39.60

7.0 1000 1/20 348 23.46
350 32.12
351 33.93 28.61 20 1.431
355 28.17

356 25.36

(1) Number of unit spectra repetitions required for nominally
equivalent random and ordered test lives

(end of table)
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but that the scatter was substantially larger. Figure5lindicates that for
specimens with Kt - 7.0 a good representation of the severity of the random
loading trace was obtained when a stress interval of 1000 psi and a small
unit spectrum was used.

For tests using low peak stress spectra, Figure52 indicates that the ordered
representation based on 1000 psi stress interval and small unit spectrum was
significantly less severe than the random loadings being simulated. Figure 53
indicates that, for this low peak stress history, use of the larger unit
spectrum reduced the severity still further. Figure54 indicates that use
of a hOOO psi stress interval improved the agreement with the random loading
histor- but with a marked increase in scatter. Finally, Figure 55 indicates
that for specimens with Kt - 7.0 the order of agreement with the random loading
test histories is quite adequate when a 1000 psi stress interval and small unit
spectrum was employed. For this last set of tests, the agreement shown by the
rraph is considered to be better than that indicated by the test ratio listed
in Table 2.

As expected, the results of these experiments show that fatigue test results
are affected by the choice of test variables. However, the results do not
provide a clear definition of the best choice of the variables. Qualitatively
the results suggest that an adequate representation of random gust loading
histories which produce relatively high stresses has been attained. This
representation was based on mean crossing peak count spectra applied using
1000 psi stress intervals and a small unit spectrum. For random gust loading
histories which produce relatively low nominal stresses, this conclusion also
applies to tests of specimens having a severe stress concentration. However,
the results reported for such histories using specimens with Kt - 4.0 indicate
that the ordered representations employed are substantially less severe than
the random loadings being simulated.

It might be hypothesized that, in tests in which fairly high stresses are
imposed, the reduction in effective stress concentration reduces the effect
of those subsidiary load variations existing on the random trace which were
ignored in obtaining the peak counts. In other words, when relatively high
nominal stresses are produced by peak loadings, the importance of minor load-
ings is minimized. Conversely, in tests in which peak stresses of moderate
magnitude are imposed, the modification of effective stress concentration
is less complete and the effect of the subsidiary load variaticns existing
on the random trace is significant. Since these subsidiary variations are
not reflected by the peak count representation, their effect is not produced
by the ordered loading patterns. Note that the agreement between ordered
and random low peak stress test spectra for specimens with Kt - 7.0 was
considered to be adequate. In terms of the hypothesis, this might be attributed
to the greater relative effect of peak loadings of moderate severity on speci-
mens having severe stress concentrations.

The hypothesis which has been advanced is quite tentative. Its implications
in practical work should be explored in tests on relatively complex specimens.

The results reported in this section for random and ordered anplication of
gust loadings will be used in the evaluation of more complex tests to be
described in a later section.
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SECTION V

CCMPARISON OF RANDOM AND ORDERED MILITARY MAN&JVER LOADING TESTS

Generation of Random Loading Tape

The data on gust loadings and on the course correction loadings on large
cargo-transport type aircraft indicate that these loadings tend to oscillate
about a substantially constant mean. However, for military fighter-trainer
aircraft with high design load factors, the reported load history data are
largely restricted to spectra of positive and of negative peak values of
aircraftacceleration which are quite dissimilar. These dissimilar spectra
usually represent the total flight loading history with no indication of the
division of tCe history into gust and maneuver loading contributions.

Since the spectrum of negative accelerations is often quite mild, it is
sometimes, as a matter of convenience, attributed entirely to gusts. This
simplification is consistent with limited information supplied by loading
traces. Traces showing the variation of acceleration in regularly produced
maneuvers such as turns indicate that excursions below the lg level are of
relatively minor importance. These considerations have led to the fairly
general practice of identifying all recorded positive trace excursions as
due to maneuvers and representing them in fatigue work by loadings which
extend above the lg level. The lg level is thus considered as a constant
minimum value.

To investigate the effect of this type of loading pattern, the use of a suit-
able recording on magnetic tape was desirable. However, attempts to obtain a
reasonably extensive service loading record on magnetic tape were not success-
ful. It was necessary therefore to generate a trace.

To obtain a trace of adequate length having a range of excursion magnitudes
but retaining reasonably representative trace characteristics, a gust loading
trace previously employed in the investigation was selected and modified.
Two modifications were made. The first modification effectively suppressed
the negative excursions on the trace. This operation, performed by the use
of a diode clipper produced the lack of symmetry conventionally attributed
to military maneuver records. The type of trace obtained is illustrated on
Figure 56. The second modification changed the relative frequency of occur-
rence distribution of peak magnitudes. In this operation the use of non-
linear amplification produced a distribution of peaks similar to that speci-
fied in the current (1960) version of specification MIL-A-8866.

To represent the content of this trace the positive peak value of each excur-
sion from the lg base was recorded, and the trace excursion amplitudes were
arbitrarily converted to acceleration magnitudes. The spectrum obtained is
shown on Figure 57. Although an exact matching of the specification spectrum
was not essential for this investigation, this distribution is also shown for
comparison.
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Random Maneuver Loading Test Data

When the rate of maneuvering is moderate, the response of the structure may be
assumed to be quasi-static and the acceleration history may be converted
directly to a local loading history for at least some parts of the structure.
Using this approach, it was assumed that the local lg load produced a gross
area stress of approximately 5450 psi and that the ratio of acceleration to
nominal stress was constant. The use of this conversion factor indicated that
an adequate maximum stress (approximately 47,OOO psi) would be developed dur-
ing the first application of the tape whose generation was described above.
No provision for growth of the peak stress during repeated applications of the
tape was required.

Using the selected acceleration to stress relationship to define the nominal,
gross-area stresses to be developed in test specimens, the random maneuver
loading trace was employed to obtain a set of test results. In these tests,
one specimen geometry defined by Kt a 4.0 was used. The test loading
histories are listed in Table20 in Appendix V and are presented graphically
on Figure 58.

Preparation and Use of Ordered Maneuver Loading Tapes

Two ordered maneuver loading tapes having unit spectra based on one-twentieth
of the average random loading test life were produced. On one tape 1000 psi
stress intervals were used while, on the second, 4000 psi intervals were used.
These tapes were then employed in tests of specimens with Kt a 4.o. A sample
section of a specimen loading trace is presented on Figure 59. The test
loading histories obtained are listed in Tables30 and 31 in Appendix V and are
presented on Figures 60 and 61.

Evaluation of Test Data

To evaluate the test results, the number of repetitions of the unit spectrum
endured by each specimen, the average number of repetitions for each group
and the ratios of these average values to the target value of 20 are listed
in Table 3. In addition, graphical comparisons of the test loading histories
are presented on Figures 62 and 63. Both the tabulated values and the graphs
show that the ordered peak count representations used in the tests were more
severe in their effect than the random maneuver loadings. The range of test
results for the two ordered loading groups is similar but the results when
the stress interval was 4s,000 psi are slightly less conservative than those
for a stress interval of 1,000 psi.

Since the ordered representations did not reflect the subsidiary peaks on the
random loading trace, the greater severity of the ordered representation was
unexpected. This greater severity might be attributed to insufficient random-
ization of ordered loadings in tests in which the total number of loadings is
small. To check this possibility, a substantially smaller unit spectrum Could
be used. However, time was not available for such an extension of the test
work.
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SECTION VI

COMPARISON OF RANDOM ANT) ORDERE) GROUND LOADING TESTS

Random Loading Tests

Taxiway and runway loadings of airframe elements other than landing gear
are sometimes assumed to have negligible importance. To obtain an indication
by test of their importance and to provide a basis for comparative evalu-
ations An later, more complex tests, the use of a suitable recording on mag-
netic tape was desirable. However, a search for such a recording was un-
successful.

Since the general oscillatory character of ground loading records is similar
to that of gust loading traces, such traces were adopted as adequate sub-
stitutes for service recordings of ground loadings. The traces used were
those described in Section IV and employed in the evaluation of gust loading
simulations. In the use of these traces, the relationship between signal
voltage and specimen load was chosen to generate a reasonable representation
of the incremental stresses produced in the wing root region of large air-
craft. A constant mean stress of -3000 psi was selected.

The results obtained in prior use of the loading tapes which were reported
in Section IV indicated that relatively long test lives could be anticipated.
One specimen with Kt - 4.O was tested for 65 hours without failure. This
result coupled with the results reported in Section IV justified discon-
tinuing tests of this specimen geometry. In tests of specimens with Kt - 7.0
test lives of moderate duration were obtained. The test results are listed
in Tables l8 and 19 in AppendixV and are presented graphically on Figures 64
and týK.

Ordered Loading Tests

To represent the random loading histories attained for specimens with Kt w 7.0,
ordered loading tapes were prepared. In this work the test condition variables
were those which had produced adequate agreement of ordered and random test
lives in previously reported tests of specimens with this value of Kt. One-
twentieth of the average random loading test history was represented by a
spectrum using 1000 psi stress intervals. The test results obtained by use
of this tape are listed in Table 29 in Appendix V and are shown graphically
on Figure 66.

Evaluation of Test Data

An evaluation of the test results is presented on Figure 67. This figure shows

a deficiency in the match of ordered to random loading spectra but indicates
that the ordered loadings were somewhat less severe than the random loadings.
The ratio of ordered to random loadings lies in the region 1.0 to 2.0. Con-
sidering the marked reduction in the peak stresses developed in these tests
as compared with those developed in previous tests of specimens with Kt - 7.0,
the results obtained are consistent with the hypothesis advanced in Section IV
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SECTION VII

COMPARISON OF RANDOM AND ORDERED COMPOSITE LOADING TESTS
(Gust Loadings in Flight)

Generation of R.ndom Composite Loading Test Histories

In fatigue evaluations of airframe structures, different phases of service
operation distinguished by substantially different mean loads must be con-
sidered. In carrying out tests it is often assumed that each phase can be
separately represented and that the transitions between phases can be ig-
nored when they are relatively small or can be grouped to define distinct
loading patterns effectively divorced from the main ohases. For example,
the transition in loc'ing condition during takeoff of an airplane when the
support of the vehicle is transferred from the landing gear to the lifting
surface and the corresponding transition during the landing run is defined
as the groumd to air cycle. This term implies that the ground to air tran-
sition at the beginning of a flight and the air to ground transition at the
end of the flight can be coupled to define a single cycle. This cycle is
then treated independently of the grolmnd and flight loadings which occur
between each transition.

The significance of this 19rge transition and its proper representation in
tests has been the subject of considerable discmssion. One difficulty has
been posed by the lack of general agreement on the definition of the cyclic
magnitude. The magnitude might be defined Try the total range from the
largest negative peak OurLnf- ground operation to the largest positive peak
encountered during a "renresentative" flight. This description of a flight
is imprecise and its use can lead to the definition of a range of cycle
magnitudes. Since the cycle is relatively large, small variations in its
definition can indicate large changes in its significance.

In addition to the rather arbitrary nature of the definitions of ground to
air cycles, a more fundamental aspect of the problem is the assumption that
the effects of several groupings of service loadings are linearly cumnilative.
This convenient assumption has not been inve tigated by tests although many
fatigue investigations have demonstrated a basic non-linearity of fatigue
damage growth.

To explore this important and very nracticnl aspect of fatigue work, the
extended master random gust loading tapes developed for the tests reported
in Section IV were used. In this use, the transitions describcd above were
simulated by generating a flight-by-flight loading history. This history
was generated by applying a series of varying ground loadings acting about
the appropriate ground mean load, a transition to a flight load mean, a
series of gust loadings acting about this mean, a transition to the ground
loading mean and then repetitions of the sequence.
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Since the oscillatory character of both flight and ground loading traces is
similar, a single copy of the master random loading tape could be used to
produce both ground and flight loading histories. In the use of this tape
an electronic switching device was employed. This device, which is described
in Anpendix I , produced the change in mean load which separates ground
and flight phases. With each such change the amplification of the dynamic
or varying signal was also changed. In each group of tests, the amplifi-
cation for each flight loading sequence was the sane as that previously
employed in a corresponding group of simple flight loading tests reported
in Section IV. Similarly, the amnlification for each ground loading
sequence was the same as that employed in the ground loading tests reported
in Section VI. With this arrangement, a length of the tape controlled the
application of a series of ground loadings, the next length of tape
controlled the application of a series of gust loadings, the next length
controlled a series of ground loadings and so on. The history of each type
of loading therefore renresented a repeated sampling of short lengths of
the master tape. A sample trace showing the general character of the
flight-by-flight loadings is shown on Figure

In setting up the composite loading tests, data previously obtained during
the simple gust loading and ground loading tests were used to obtain esti-
mates of the test durations to be anticipated. In this work the ground to
air cycle was defined by the change from the mean load on the ground to the
mean load in flight and return. This rarnge is more specifically defined in
practical work than other ranges 4hich have been suggested. The estimates
employed the conventional assumption of direct, linear summation of the
effects of flight loadings, ground loa'ling and ground to air cycles. They
indicated that very long test times would be developed for the least severe
combination of loading histories to be investigated and indicated that, for
the shorter test times of the more severe combinations, the number of
transitions produced would not be adequate for an assessment of their
importance. These estimates led to the conclusion that the number of
loadings per flight should be reduced to a minimum consistent with clear
resolution of the flight phases on the specimen load history tapes. In
addition, the data reported in Section VI indicated that the relative
importance of ground loadings in these tests was small. Test time could
therefore be conserved by minimizing the number of loadings in each ground
loading phase. These decisions led to the anplication of flight loadings
for approximately 1.07 seconds providing approximately 13 gust cycles per
flight, then a transition requiring approximately 0.03 seconds followed
by the application of ground loadings for approximately 0.57 seconds.
The total test time to represent one flight was therefore approximately
1.70 seconds. This pattern of loadings was shown on Figure 68.

Using this pattern, a series of fatigue tests was undertaken. In this
series, high peak and low peak gust loading histories were each employed
with ground loadings in tests of specimens with Kt a h.0 and 7.0. The
results obtained are listed in Tables 32, 3h4 35 and 36 in Appendix V
and are presented graphically on Figures 69, 70, 71, and 72.
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These descriptions of the test lives were based on the spectra reported for
the master loading tape. In the application of this tape in these composite
loading tests, a sampling of each component length of trace was obtained.
During each of several repetitions of a component length, the first segment
of trace selected by the switching device was different. Since the length
of each segement is small, this change in the portions of the trace selected
to represent flight loadings will provide a complete scanning of each com-
ponent tape in a relatively small number of repetitions. The total time of
application of flight loadings during a composite test then defines a
spectrum. This spectrum is the same as that defined for the same length of
time in a test in which the loadings were applied without interruption.

This use of the basic spectra for the master random loading tape is
justified only when a reasonable number of repetitions of the component tapes in
the master tape series is obtained in a test. This number of repetitions was
not considered to have been attained in the short test times of the high peak
stress composite loading tests of Kt = 7.0 specimens. The descriptions in
tabular and graphical form of this set of random loading tests were not there-
for considered to provide an adequate basis for the construction of ordered
loading simulations. They are presented in this section nevertheless as an
indication of the effect in such tests of the combination of several com-
ponent loading histories.

The long test lives anticipated in several of the random loading tests did
not materialize. Rather, the test. lives were so short that the effect of
the transitions appeared to be the predominant one. The test work was
therefor extended. In this extension, the test time during which the high
peak gust loadings were applied was increased to approximately 9 seconds
providing approximately 110 gust cycles per flight. One group of these tests
carried out on specimens with Kt = h.O was completed. The results of these
tests are also tabulated in Appendix V and presented graphically on Figure 73.

Generation of Ordered Composite Loading Test Histories

To assess the adequacy of conventional groupings of flight loadings, ground
loadings and ground to air cycles in fatigue tests, tapes containing ordered
loading representations of the random composite test histories were prepared.
The preparation followed the general pattern established in earlier work.
For each group of random loading tests, one-twentieth of the average random
loading history of flight and of ground loadings established a unit spectrum
of each type of loading. These spectra were represented using stress in-
tervals of 1000 psi. To represent the ground-air-ground transitions in the
random loading tests, the change in mean load values was adopted and a block
of cycles having this range was selected. In each such block the number of
ground to air cycles was equal to one-twentieth of the average number of "flights"
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attained in the random loading tests. A sketch illustrating this grouping
of loadings and showing the sequence in which they were applied is shown on
Figure 74. As in earlier tests the growth of peak magnitudes was represent-
ed by appropriate additions to the unit loading spectra.

The retention in this phase of the investigation of the one-twentieth unit
spectrum and 1000 psi stress interval was considered to be justified on two
counts. First, the need for comparative data dictated the choice of a comb-
ination used in earlier tests. Second, the qualitative evaluation presented
at the end of Section IV indicated that the most suitable choice of a single
combination of these variables had been made.

The ordered loading tapes were employed to obtain the fatigue test results
listed in Tables 38, 39, 40, and 41 in Appendix V and presented graphically
on Figures 75, 76, 77, and 78. Note that the ground loading spectra shown
in Figure 76 resulted from an incorrect representation of the spectra applied
in the corresponding random loading tests.

Evaluation of Test Data

The random loading test data provide the best available information on the effect
of the large transitions in loading conditions which occur once per flight. To
aid in interpreting these data, use will be made of the results obtained in tests
in which only random gust loadings or random ground loadings were applied. These
tests describe the potential of the specimens under the action of a single type
of loading. The ratio of the flight loading histories obtained in the composite
loading tests to the flight loading histories obtained in the simple tests will
then be calcualted. This ratio will be assumed to define the fraction of total
fatigue damage in the composite loading tests which can be attributed to flight
2oJ-inos. The contribution of the ground loadings will be similarly assessed
and the remainder cf the damage must then be attributed to the transitions.

The results obtained when calculations based on these assumptions were made are
shown in Table 4. The indicated contribution of the transitions is seen to be
quite high for those tests in which the number of gust loadings per flight is
ssribl. For the group of tests in which a substantially larger number of gust
loadings per flight were applied, the contribution attributed to the transitions
is smaller but stiU] substantial. These results emphasize the dependence of the
relative importance of transitions on the number and severity of gust loadings
per flight.

This effect is also illustrated on Figure 79. The figure shows the increase in
the spectra of gust loadings as the number of such loadings per flight increases.
The trend shown on the graph indicates that when the number of gust loadings
per flight becomes large, the gust loading history can be expected to approach
the potential defined by tests in which only gust loadings are applied. This
trend is more clearly defined in Figure 80 and the resulting effect on the number
of "flights" is shown on Figure 81.
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These figures provide one type of assessment of the transition effect.
Another type is provided by assuming that the indicated effect of the tran-
sitions in the random loading tests can be represented by a constant amplitude
ground to air cycle. To define such a cycle, S-N curves must be available
which have been specifically determined for the test article and which cover
the stress ranges of interest. To supply this type of test data, a series
of constant load amplitude tests was carried out on specimens having the same
geometry as those used in the random loading tests. The results of those
tests are presented in Tables 43 and 44 in Appendix V1. An analysis of these
data then led to the construction of the S-N curves also presented in this
appendix. Using these curves to define the potential life of a specimen under
the action of a constant load amplitude cycle, a ground to air cycle stress
range was selected for each group of composite loading tests. In making these
selections, each stress range was based on a maximum positive gust loading
stress and a maximum negative ground loading stress which are equalled or
exceeded the same number of times during the average random loading test life.
Each selection was made to represent the indicated effect of the transitions.
In other words, if this ground to air cycle was applied to a specimen a number
of times equal to the average number of flights, the loading ratio for the
cycle would equal the ratio attributed to the transitions in the composite
loading tests. The range of stress in each such effective ground to air cycle
is listed in Table 4.

Since the probability levels for the S-N curves are not well defined by the
test data, values of the effective ground to air cycle stresses are shown only
for the average contribution indicated for the transitions.

A search was made for an infonmative designation of these cyclic magnitudes
in terms of the test loading histories. No single description was found to
be applicable. However, to provide some indication of the frequency of
occurrence of such magnitudes during the tests, the number of times each
range was equalled or exceeded in the average test duration is listed in
Table 4. These number of occurrences, which were obtained from composite
test loading spectra previously presented, may be compared with the average
number of "flights' which are also listed. 'these comparisons indicate the
arbitrary nature of such ground to air cycle representations.

Another, somewhat similar interpretation of the test data is of interest.
In preliminary assessments of the potential service life of a structure, it
would be convenient to have a definition of a single cycle whose magnitude
would reflect the effect of all loadings encountered during a representative
flight. Then, when the spectra of loadings are known or can be estimated and
when the applicable S-N curve is available, the potential number of applica-
tions of this equivalent loading cycle indicated by the S-N curve would
provide an estimate of the potential number of flights in service.

To investigate the possibility that a single definition of such a cycle
might be derived from the test data, each of several definitions were
employed. The first definition required the selection of the maximum stress
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range which occurs once, on the average, during every flight. Knowing the
number of flights represented by a set of flight and ground loading spectra,
this range can be deduced from the spectra. The second definition requires
the calculation of the range between the root mean square (rms) value of the
positive flight loading increments and the rms value of the negative ground
loading increments. The third definition requires use of the range between
the mean stress for ground loadings and the mean stress for flight loadings.
The fourth definition requires calculation, using the conventional assumption
of linearly cumulative damage, of the gust loading cyclic magnitude which
produces the largest damage.

The stress ranges obtained for each of these definitions are listed in Table
5 together with the potential number of cycles for each, read from the appli-
cable S-N curves. For comparison, the number of flights in the random loading
tests are also listed.

This effort suggested a fifth definition of the equivalent loading cycle as
the average value of the maximum stress ranges produced during the random
loading tests. This average was obtained from the test loading spectra as
follows. Knowing the number of flights represented by the composite spectra,
the minimum range is defined as that which is equalled or exceeded the same
number of times as the number of flights. For example, this range can be
determined for Specimen No. 5Oh from Figure 73 as follows; the graph is
entered at a cumulative frequency of occurrence of 17h1 (the number of flights).
The incremental ground loading stress is found to be 3100 psi. The incremental
gust loading stress is 7900 psi. This defines a range of +19900 psi to -6100
psi. The maximum range is similarly determined from the graph for a unit
frequency of occurrence. The average of the minimum range and the maximum
range defined by the spectra is then calculated. This average, obtained from
the spectra for the mean of the test lives in a group, is listed in Table 5
together with the potential number of cycles of this magnitude indicated by
the S-N curves presented in Appendix VI. The stress values listed are sub-
stantially larger than those provided by other definitions but appear to
provide a moderately good estimate of the number of flights listed for each
test group.

The general applicability of this last definition of an equivalent loading
cycle needs further verification. In common with other definitions, an
estimate of a life and a selection of an 6-N curve must ordinarily be made
before it can be applied. However, its use does provide a better fit to
the available random loading data than that provided by any alternate
definition which was investigated.

This evaluation of the rando1 • loading tebts indicates that a large ground
to air cycle range should be employed in ordered loading representations.
The evaluation also indicates that the definition of the ground to air
cycle becomes more significant as the number of gust loadings per flight
decrease.
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However, in ordered loading tests it is conventional practice to group
relatively large numbers of flight loadings, ground loadings and ground
to air cycles to define unit test loading spectra. This grouping might
be expected to produce an effect differing from that produced by a flight-
by-flight sequence. This expectation was borne out by the results of the
ordered loading tests in which the ground to air cycle was defined by the
apparently mild, but easily defined, transition from the mean value for the
ground loadings to the mean value for the flight loadings. This relatively
small cycle appeared to be nearly as effective in curtailing the flight load-
ing in the ordered loading tests as were the transitions in the random loading
tests.

This result would not be anticipated even when, as in this investigation, the
potential test life under the action of each type of loading is known. To
illustrate this, tables similar to those presented for the random loading
tests were prepared. Table 6 lists the fractions of the potential lives de-
veloped for each type of loading and the remaining fraction required to reach
unity. This last fraction must be ascribed to a compounding effect due to the
grouping of loadings and their sequence of application. Since the fraction is
large and of positive sign, it indicates that a conventional prediction of test
life based on a knowledge of the potential life for each type of loading would
be unconservative.

Although the results indicate that the effects of each group of loadings are
not linearly cumulative the stress ranges of equivalent ground to air cycles
were obtained from the S-N curves. These ranges were selected for each test
group so that the sum of the flight loading ratio, the ground loading ratio
and the ground to air cycle ratio equals unity. The ranges and the number of
times each range was shown by the test spectra to have been equalled or ex-
ceeded during an average test life are listed in Table 6. The magnitudes of
these equivalent ground to air cycles and their indicated rate of occurrence
emphasize the uncertainty of conventional estimations.

An investigation of definitions of a single cycle to reflect the effect of
all loadings during a representative or average flight was also carried out.
The results, listed in Table 7, indicate that, within the scope of the
investigation, the average maximum stress range provides the best, single,
estimate of the number of flights represented by an ordered loading test.
The estimate, which was found to agree fairly well with the results of the
random loading tests, is conservative for the ordered loading tests.

In the random loading tests, an increase in the number of gust loadings per
flight increased the total number of flight loadings and decreased the number
of flights. This trend was also demonstrated by the results of the ordered
loading tests. The changes in total number of flight loadings are illustrated
on Figures 80 and 82 and the effect on the number of "flights" is shown on
Figure 81.
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The evaluations of random and of ordered composite loading tests which have
been presented indicate that combinations of loadings which act about sub-
stantially different mean load levels produce effects which are not readily
predicted. The basic non-linearity of fatigue damage growth is, therefore,
reemphasized.

Because of this non-linearity and the large number of interacting variables,
an evaluation of the effect of individual variables is difficult. However,
from the practical standpolnt, it is only necessary to have assurance that
a pattern of loadings suitable for laboratory use can reasonably duplicate
the effects of the complex loadings anticipated in service.

To indicate the adequacy of the patterns chosen for this investigation
graphical comparisons of the random and ordered test loading histories are
presented on Figures 8 3, 8 4, 8 5 and 86. In addition, since each group of unit
loading spectra was prepared to represent one-twentieth of the average test
life obtained in a group of random loading tests, a simple numerical index
to the adequacy of the ordered loadings is available. This index is defined
by the ratio of the average number of unit spectra repetitions to the target
number of twenty. The values of the index are listed in Table 8.

An examination of the index values and, in particular, of the graphical
comparisons led to the following conclusions:

a). When composite ordered loading spectra were based on composite
random loading test lives which reflected the preponderant effect
of frequent grounA-air-ground transitions, the choice of the mean
to mean ground to air cycle stress range was not adequate. In
tests using such ordered loading spectra, the test lives were
significantly greater than those obtained using random loadings.
However, the order of agreement obtained with this relatively
small ground to air cycle stress range may be considered to be
surprising in view of the large effect indicated for the tran-
sitions in the random loading tests.

b). When ordered loading spectra were based on random loading test
lives which reflected the effects of a larger, more representative,
number of gust loadings per flight and the resulting smaller number
of loading transitions, the agreement between ordered and random
loading test lives was considered to be quite adequate. Note that
in these ordered loading tests, the ground to air cycle stress
range was the same as tUht used in the preceding tests but the
number of ground to air cycles in each unit spectrum was reduced.
This reduction reflected the reduction in the number of flights
in the random loading tests on which the unit spectra were based.
The agreement between ordered and random loading test lives obtained
in these tests may indicate that use of the simple mean to mean
transitions to define ground to air cycles is appropriate only when
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TABLE 8

COMPARISON OF ORDERED AND RANDOM COMPOSITE LOADING TEST DURATIONS
BASED ON REPETITIONS OF UNIT ORDERED LOADING SPECTRA

Type of Kt Stress Unit Spec. Unit Average Target(l)Ratio of

Loading Interval Spectrum No. Specimen Number Number Average to
(psi) Size Repe- of Repe- of Repe- Target No.

titions titions titions of Repe-
titions

High Peak 4.0 1000 1/20 467 43.56
Gust Load- 470 57.04
ings in 472 35.28 43.40 20 2.170
Flight (13 473 35.67
cycles/ 474 45.44
flight)

High Peak 4.0 1000 1/20 509 19.85
Gust Load- 510 25.67
ings in 511 33.54
Flight 512 21.89 25.29 20 1.265
(110 cycles/ 513 27.31
flight) 514 26.63

517 17.58
rip 29.82

Low Peak 4.0 1000 1/20 w(5 51.54
Gust Load- 480 26.96
ings in 481 58.62 50.54 20 2.527
Flight 485 35.59
(13 cycles/ 487 79.97
flight)

Low Peak 7.0 1000 1/20 478 70.54
Gust Load- 479 72.61
ings in 482 43.57 57.73 20 2.887
Flight 484 57.93
(13 cycles/ 486 43.98
flight)

(1) Number of unit spectra repetitions required
for nominally equivalent random and ordered

test lives
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the ratio of the number of flight loadings to the number of ground
to air cycle loadings in a unit spectrum is high - perhaps of the
order of 70 to 300. The extent of this range should be determined
by test.

These results may be interpreted to indicate that, for one case of
considerable practical importance, the adequacy of a conventional
representation of a random loading history has been substantiated.
This case represents the standard problem of the evaluation, by
test, of the wing root structure of aircraft whose service loading
history is largely due to gust loadings encountered during flights
of moderate length.

c). The extension of the preceding conclusion to apply to other areas
of aircraft where gust loadings produce relatively mild stresses
is uncertain. Additional testing reflecting a reasonably large
number of gust loadings per flight is required.

All interpretations of the test results apply directly to the small, single-
load-path specimens employed in the investigation. The applicability of
these interpretations in evaluation of aircraft structure must be determined
by tests of relatively complex specimens.
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SECTION VIII

RANDOM COMPOSITE MILITARY MANEUVER lOADING TESTS

To investigate the effect of ground to air transitions on military maneuver
loading test lives, a flight by flight sequence of loadings was selected and
applied to specimens with Kt -4.0. Since the flight and ground loadings in this
sequence were basically different in character, the use of two tapes was required.
The flight maneuver loading tape was the one generated and used in the test work
reported under Section V. The ground loading history was produced by use of the
master gust loading tape as described in Section VI.

With both tapes in use, the signal input to the servo control valves was
selected by a cam controlled switch so as to produce approximately 30 flight
loadings followed by approximately 7 ground loading cycles to represent one
flight. This use of the tapes is described in more detail in Appendix I.
The choice of 30 maneuver loadings per flight was based on consideration of
a one-hour flight in a relatively severe service. The small number of ground
loadings reflected the minor importance attached to such loadings,

A sample of the specimen loading traces is shown on Figure 87.

Since the test history for each spe cimen was made up of short samples of each
input trace, a number of repetitions of each trace is required before the
sampling can be considered to adequately define a test spectrum. Unfortunately,
the duration of each test was too short to obtain the required definition and
time was not available for any alternate reduction of the test histories to
spectral form. Under these circumstances, the production of ordered loading
representations of the random loading test histories was not undertaken. How-
ever, to provide some indication of the effect of the transitions on the test
lives, a representation of each test history based on the number of trace
lengths applied is listed in Table 37 in Appendix V and is shown graphically
on Figure 88.

Figure 89 presents a comparison of the range of flight loading histories obtained
in these composite loading tests with the potential maneuver loading histories
which were shown on Figure 54 This comparison shows that the introduction of
the ground to air transitions has reduced the maneuver loading history to
approximately one-third of the potential. This magnitude of reduction again
emphasizes the powerful effect of transitions on the lives obtained in composite
random loading tests. However, the comparison of ordered and random representations
of simple maneuver loading histories presented on Figure 62 showed a substantially
shorter test life for the ordered representation. This suggests the possibility
that the use of a relatively mild ground to air cycle in ordered composite tests
will provide adequate test life agreement with a corresponding random composite.
The ground to air cycle would be most simply defined by the transition from the
ground loading mean to the maneuver loading minimum.

The hypothesis which has been advanced can be checked by tests in which the
test conditions are modified to permit the development of random test lives
of adequate length.
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In the discussion of composite loiling tests in which gust loadings were

;ipplied, sever-l definitions of a single cyclic magnituwe were evaluated.
This cycle was intended to represent the effect of all loadings during a

flight and so wis designated as an equivalent loading cycle. The results

cbtained when the definitions are applied to the composite maneuver loading

tests are presented in Table 9. These results indicate that use of the average

maximum stress range to define the ecuivalent loading cycle is most applicable.

This definition is the same as that which produced best agreement with the

composite gust loading tests.
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TABLE 9

"AL1ERKiAT, DEFINITIONS OF EQUIVALENT LOADING CYCLES
FOR RANDOM CC'POSITE MILITARY MANEUVER LOADING TEST HISTORIES

Specimen Kt 4.0
Number of 1:naruver Loadings per "Flight" 30
Average Numer of Test "Flights" 294

Maxi•unm Stress Range Which Occurs + 19700
on the Average, Once Every Flight (psi) - 6300
Number of cycles (1) 5500

Stress Range Defined by the Root Mean + 17000
Square Values of the Flight and - 4800
Ground Loadings (psi)
Number of Cycles (1) 11000

Mean to N'ean Stress Range (psi) + 5450
- 3000

Number of Cycles (1) 4500000

Stress Range Defined at Most + 27500
Damaging Stress Level in the + 5500
Flight Spectrum (psi)
Number of Cycles (1) 1700

Average Maximum Stress Range (psi) + 39900
- 75oo

Number of Cycles (i) 200

(1) Allowable number of cycles read from the applicable S-N
Curve for the indicated stress range.
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SECTION IX

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Equipment and Loading Tape Development

To perform an investigation of the representations of service loading
histories in fatigue tests, special test equipment was required. To
meet this need, equipment was developed which is capable of applying
the complex, random loadings generated in service. In addition, a
series of magnetic tapes containing random loading traces was prepared
for use in the investigation. These tapes contain representative gust
loading trace shapes and can be used to describe the slow growth of
the peak value of loading which is a general characteristic of service
loading records.

Use of the test equipment and the special loading tape provides a
powerful tool for the evaluation of fatigue test loadings. Random
loading test lives may be defined and then simpler, cyclic loading
representations of these random loadings may be employed to define
test lives. Comparisons of random and ordered looding test lives
then provide the most direct nnd the njost infort- tive evaluations
of the adequacy of the ordered looding representations.

Methods of Reducing Service Loadir• Data

A preliminary investigation of tuetho•is of reducing gust loading records
to spectral form for use in fatigue work indicated that simple mean
crossing peak counts provide an adequate representation of the severity
of the records. This conclusion wos based on comparisons of the inter-
pretations of four random loading[ traces obtained using simple range
counts and simple interval crossing counts in addition to the peak
counts. The random loading traces covered a range of frequency content
and their representations covered a range of spectral shapes. However,
in later work it appeared that this conclusion must be limited to
applications of gust loading peak counts in which relatively high
nominal stresses are produced. When relatively low nominal stresses
are produced, the use of spectra based on peak counts can lead to
unconservative test results. This difference in effect is attributed
to differences in the degree of modification of the effective stress
concentration. When relatively high peak stresses are applied, the
modification is large. This modification apparently reduces the
importance of the subsidiary trace deviations wiich are not recorded
when mean crossing peak counts are made. When relatively low peak
stresses are applied, the modification of stress concentration is less
pronounced and the relative importance of the subsidiary trace devia-
tions is greater.

The results of the investigation of alternate methods of gust obiding
data reduction do not suggest the choice of a single method having
general applicability.
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A less extensive evaluation was made of the reduction to spectral form
of the load content on a simulated random military maneuver loading
trace. In this evaluation, a conventional count of the maximum values
of excirsions occurring between crossings or between contacts of the ig
level was used to define a spectrum. Use of this spectr=u in tests in
which representative, high nominal stresses were produced led to shorter
test lives than those developed in comparable random loading tests.
Since the ordered loadings did not reflect the trace deviations which
were ignored in making the peak counts, the conservatism indicated for
the peak count spectrum was unexpected. Additional testing employing
more complete randomization of the ordered loadings may be required to
explore the reason for the results obtained.

Effect of Variations in Mean Stress

A limited investigation was made of the effect of the variations in mean
stress which occur in flight. The results obtained indicated that
variations of the mean stress of the order of 20 percent and large
but temporary reductions of mean stress have little effect on test lives.

Effect of Random Loading Sequence

In one set of tests in which the loadings defined by a random loading
trace were repetitively applied in both the normal and the reversed
sequence, no significant effect on test life was demonstrated.

Effect of Size of Unit Spectrum and of Stress Interval

Tests were carried out to evaluate the effect of alternate sizes of the
spectrum repetitively applied in fatigue tests and of the size of the
stress interval chosen in the construction of the test spectrum. In
these tests, the use of unit spectra one-tenth and one-twentieth of
the average random loading histories and use of stress intervals of
1,000 and 4,000 psi did not produce a clear-cut definition of a best
choice of the combination of these test variables. However, the test
data were interpreted to justify selection and continued use in ordered
loading tests of the smaller unit spectrum and stress interval size.

The Representation of Gust L-oadings

In tests in which only gust loadings were apolied, moderately good
agreement was obtained between random and ordered loading test lives
when the nominal peak stresses were relatively high - approximately
30,000 psi maximum. When lower nominal peak stresses - approximately
20,000 psi maximum - were produced, the ordered loading representations
produced significantly longer test lives than those produced by
comparable random loadings. As discussed above, this stress level
effect is tentatively ascribed to a deficiency in the spectrum of
loadings deduced by use of mean crossing peak counts of the random
loading trace.
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The Representation of Military Maneuver Loadings

As discussed in the section dealing with data reduction methods, ordered
representations of military maneuver loadings produced shorter test
lives than did comparable random loadings.

The Representation of Ground Loadings

The loading histories used to represent ground (taxi) loadings produced
a nominal mean stress of -3,000 psi and a maximum incremental stress
of the order of 10,000 psi. For these stress levels the test results
confirmed the general belief that ground loadings are not, in themselves,
significant contributors to fatigue damage.

The ordered loading test lives were significantly longer than the compa-
rable random loading test lives. This result is believed to be
consistent with the hypothesis on the significance of subsidiary
deviations on the random loading trace iAiich was advanced in the
discussion of data reduction methods.

The Representation of Total Loading Histories

To introduce the effect of the transition from the ground loading con-
dition and return which occurs once per flight, random gust and maneuver
loadings were applied on a flight by flight basis. From the test lives
so obtained and a knowledge of the potential test lives for flight
loadings alone and for ground loadings alone, the importance of the
transitions was deduced. This deduction was based on the conventional
assumption that the sum of the effects of several loading conditions
can be obtained by linear accumulation.

The results obtained indicated that the effect of the transitions was
large and, as would be expected, that the magnitude of the effect was
a function of the length of flight or the severity of the flight loading
history. In other words, when the number of flight loadings per flight
is small, the effect of the transitions predominates. As the number of
flight loadings per flight increases, the number of transitions during
a test reduces and the effect of the transitions on the test life
becomes smaller.

Using the linear accumulation assumption, an attempt was made to correlate
the test lives with those obtained for simple loading conditions. This
attempt required the selection of unrealistically large ground to air
loading cycles to represent the effect of the transitions. This result
was interpreted to indicate that the application of a combination of
loading conditions distinguished by substantial differences in mean load
produced non-linear effects.
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The conventional interpretation of the effect of the transitions in the
random loading tests suggested the use of large ground to air cycles in
ordered, cyclic loading representations. However, the ground to air
cycle magnitude actually used was the simply defined transition from
the mean load on the ground to the mean load in flight. With this cycle
and spectra of cyclic gust and ground loadings, ordered loading tests
were carried out.

When the spectra represented service conditions in which the number of
gust loadings per flight is quite small (13) so that the effect of the
transitions is the predominant one, use of the relatively small ground
to air cycle produced test lives significantly greater than those produced
in the cormarable random loading tests. Even so, an analysis of these
results sinilar to the one described for the random loading tests
indicated that the effect of the ground to air cycle was much larger than
would be anticipated. W4hen the spectra were based on more representative
service conditions (130 gust loadings per flight) so that the effect of
the transitions was reduced, use of the same ground to air cycle magni-
tude produced test lives in good agreement with those produced in the
comparable random loading tests. Once again, the indicated effect of
the groumd to air cycle was much larger than would be predicted by con-
ventional means.

These results re-emphasize the non-linear effect of a combination of
loading conditions and suggest that the segregation of effects poses a
difficult problem. However, the results do indicate that spectra of
ordered, cyclic loadings can be selected which All produce test lives
in good agreement with those produced by the random loadings which are
being represented in the ordered loading test.

Test Simplification

An analysis of the flight by flight random loading test data indicated
that, when the test loading spectra are known and the S-N curve for the
specimen has been established, a good estimate of the test lives can be
made. This estimate is obtained by calculating the average maximum
stress range defined by the loading spectra and reading the allowable
number of cycles for this range from the S-N curve. This number of
cycles is the estimate of the number of flights to be demonstrated in
a test. The procedure was also found to produce reasonable but con-
servative estimates of the number of flights represented by ordered,
cyclic loading test results.

Although the application of this procedure requires knowledge of a test
life or the assumption of a minimum acceptable test life and the use of
S-4 curves which are seldom defined for complex structure, it shows
promise of usefulness in generalizations on fatigue problems. The use-
fulness in fatigue tests of a single loading cycle defined by this
procedure is doubtful. Since the cyclic magnitude is large, its use
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in tests of complex but well designed structure might be expected to
produce test results significantly different from those produced in
service. In well-designed structure, no single point provides a stress
concentration so large that cracking will quickly occur at the point
under the action of any type or magnitude of loading. In such structure,
the location of cracking and its rate of growth are undoubtedly affected
by the interaction between the effects of large, seldom occurring
loadings, the moderate, frequently occurring loadings and the small
loadings which occur a very large number of times.

In view of the non-linearities of loading effects indicated by the test
data, it is concluded that fairly detailed representations of the random
loa-idic which occur in service are required in ordered, cyclic loading
tests.
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SECTION X

RBOOMMENDATIONS

The investigation of service loading simulations in fatigue tests was
carried out using small, single load path, coupon-type specimens.
The results obtained are directly applicable to such specimens. While
these results are informative and, no doubt, picture generally appli-
cable trends, the extrapolation of the data to provide guides to the
testing of typically complex structure is a large one.

The changes in effective stress concentration produced in relatively
complex, multi-load path structure may differ significantly from those
produced in single load path specimens. Since this difference may be
quite important in evaluating fatigue test procedures, it is recom-
mended that additional testing be carried out using small specimens
containing a multi-fastener joint. The results of the present investi-
gation provide the best available guides to the most useful employment
of such specimens.
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APPENDIX I

DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES
FOR OBTAINING EXPERINENTAL DATA

This appendix describes the procedures and equipment employed in accomplish-
ing the experimental and data processing phases of this investigation. An
analysis is also presented of the degree of accuracy of the specimen loading
histories as a reflection of the command signal emanating from the program-
ming tape. In addition, discussion is presented relative to significant
problems encountered in development of methods and equipment.

CONSTRUCTION OF LOADING TAPES

PRELIMINARY INVLSTIGATION

Random Gust Loading Tapes

A one-inch multi-channel magnetic tape recording of a complete flight of an
instrumented B-h7 airplane was obtained from the Boeing Airplane Company. A
photograph of the equipment which was used for converting the flight data to
test input tapes is shown as Figure 90. A full length oscillograph of this
instrumentation tape was visually scanned to identify two signals of high
cyclic activity but of different frequency content. The signals representing
the bending moments occurring at the fin root and wing root during a 96-minute
low altitude pass (800 feet at 280 knots) were selected for adaption to speci-
men loading signals for this preliminary investigation.

Each of the selected flight records was transcribed on dual-channel lA/-inch
magnetic tape, as shown schematically on Figure 91. The flight record was
passed through an electronic scanning system which continuously determined
and subtracted out variations of mean load from the initial mean value. The
mean variations were recorded on Channel No. 2 and the resulting dynamic
signal was recorded on Channel No. 1. To obtain the shortest testing time
possible within the frequency limitations of the testing equipment, the 96-
minute flight histories were compressed to about 6 minutes for the wing root
trace and 30 minutes for the fin root trace. Ten copies of the transcribed
wing root trace and two copies of the fin root trace were recorded and
spliced together into two separate one-hour continuous programming tapes.

Statistical counts of the load content of the wing and fin traces produced
spectra of similar shape. In an effort to obtain a random trace with a
markedly different spectrum shape, the dynamic signal (Channel No. 1) of the
wing root programming tape was rerecorded through a non-linear amplification
system. To illustrate the change in shape produced, spectral representations
based on mean crossing peak counts of the wing root, modified wing root and
fin root unit programming tapes are shown on Figure 92.
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Figure 90 General View of Tape Construction and Data

Reduction Equipment
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The system used to electrically alter the spectrum shape of a random trace
is shown schematically on Figure 93. A desired input-output voltage
pattern was drawm on the oscilloscope display screen and the non-linear
amplification system was calibrated to match this relationship. Spectrum
modification was accomplished by rerecording the tape through this
calibrated setup.

Ordered Gust Loading Tapes

Ordered cyclic loading tipes were constructed to contain spectral repre-
sentations of mean crossing peak counts of the wing root, modified wing
root, and the fin root unit programming trace. In addition, one ordered
cyclic loading tape was constructed based on a range count representation
of the unit wing root programming trace. The system used in constructing
these ordered programming tapes is shown schematically on Figure 9)4.

These ordered cyclic loading spectra were constructed by feeding a constant
amplitude sinusoidal signal into an arbitrary function generator which
performed a prescribed time-amplitude modulation of the signal. The
desired time amplitude relationship was graphed, using metallic conducting
ink, and placed on a drum in the arbitrary function generator, A
"pick-off" device, similar to a slide wire potentiometer, modulated the
amplitude of the input signal as it traced the curve on the rotating drum.

PRINCIPAL FATIGUE TESTING PROGRAM

The limited flight loading histories recorded by the 96-minute wing and
fin root traces were insufficient to provide the desired characteristics
of a representative extended random service loading history. To obtain
the desired loading history, the random wing root programming signal was
modified. The maximum positive and negative loads were made symmetrical
and larger loads were inserted so as to represent a longer service loading
spectrum.

Repetitions of 10 basic sections of the random signal (identified as
A1, A2, B1, B2 ..... El, E2) were spliced together to make four program-
ming tapes, each approximately one hour long. The Al section was
obtained by rerecording the basic wing root signal through a non-linear
amplifier such that the maximum negative excursion was limited to match
the maximum positive excursion. This operation is similar to that used
in making the unit modified wing trace and was shown schematically on
Figure 93. The B1 section was obtained by rerecording the A1 section
through the non-linear amplifier such that the maximum positive and
negative excursions are increased about 15%, the next smaller excursions
are amplified only slightly and the smallest excursions experience
negligible change. The OC, D1 and E1 sections are obtained in the same
manner with the maximum positive and negative excursions increased by
approximately 20%, 30% and 40% respectively, over the maximum A1
excursions. The A2 through E2 sections were obtained by rerecording the
Al through E1 sections through a 75% linear amplification system. These
10 basic sections are summarized below.
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A1  Unit wing root signal modified so that maximum positive

and negative excursions are approximately equal.

A2  Section A1 x 75% (linear amplifications)

BI Section Al modified so that maximum positive and negative
excursions amplified approximately 15%.

B 2  Section B 1 x 75% (linear amplification)

CI Section A1 modified so that maximum positive and negative
excursions amplified approximately 20%

C2  Section C1 x 75% (linear amplification)

Dl Section A1 modified so that maximum positive and negative
excursions amplified approximately 30%

D2  Section DI x 75% (linear amplification)

El Section Al modified so that maximum positive and negative
excursions amplified approximately 40%

, Section El x 75% (linear amplification)

Four programming tapes (identified as Tape Nos. 49, 50, 51 and 52) were
then constructed by splicing the 10 basic sections together in the
follawing sequence.

Tape No. 49

LAl A2 Al A2  C1  A2  Al A2 1Al
Tape No. 50

A1l A 2  A A2  A2 [ 2  A A2 J l__
Tape No. 51

A1 1_k ]A, A2_jE 1  A2. A1_IA 2  A1  E2

Tape No. 52

LA- A2 143
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These four tapes were utilized for testing specimens in the following
14-hour sequence to obtain the desired extended random gust loading
spectrum.

Test Loading
Sequence Tape No.

1 52
2 49
3 52
4 52
5 5O
6 49
7 49
8 52
9 50

10 52
11 52
12 52
13 49
114 51

Random Military Maneuver Tape

Because of the unavailability of an appropriate recording of representa-
tive military maneuver loadings, a tape was constructed to be consistent
with the loading spectrum for fighter aircraft which is described in
specification MIL-A-8866.

The unit wing root programming trace was played throuý the non-linear
amplification system so that the negative excursions were sur•pressed
and the positive excursions were modulated to match the spectrum
described above. This operation was similar to that described in =Izang
the modified wing root trace which was shown schematically in Figure 93

Stop Ordered Gust Loading Tapes

Cyclic step-ordered loading tapes were constructed to simulate the
average test life of a given group of random loading histories. Three
combinations of stress interval rmd block size were used:

(1) 1,000 psi stress interval and 1/10 block size
(2) lO000 psi stress interval and 1/20 block size
(3) 4,000 psi stress interval and 1/20 block size

The system used to construct the step-ordered loading tapes is shown
schematically on Figure 94.
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The procedure used in constructing an ordered loading tape is shawn in
the fofloding example:

For a given average random test history, construct an ordered
programming tape of 1,000 psi stress interval size, and 1/10
block size.

(1) Graph the random test history spectrum.
(2) Observe and record in columnar form the cumulative

frequency count at the half range intervals (500 psi,
1500 psi, 250O psi, etc.) on the random spectrum.

4,000
Random test history spectrum

10 It

Cumulative Frequency of occurrence -Cycles

(3) Determine the total number of cycles to be n•pplied at eachstr1ss level (1000 Psi, 2000 psi, 3000 psi, etc.) by

calculiting differences between the cumulative counts
observed in step (2).

(4) Divide the total number of cycles for each stress level
calculated in step (3) by ten. This determines the number
of cycles to be applied in each unit spectrum at each
stress level. Distribute each fractional cycle at the
corresponding half life.
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(5) Construct a test programming schedule for the "stress
level-cycle" combinations from step (1).

Unit Spectrum Number

f'v 2n n (1) (2) (I)i-) (5) (6)J(7)1 (8) (9) (10)

500 100

,o000 90 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9

1,500 10

2,000 5 1 1 1 1 1

2,500 5

3,000 I 1 1 1 1

3,500 1 1 1

(6) Employing an "oscillator-preset counter-recorder" combination,
(shown schematically in Figure 95) record the ordered
loading tape as described in the programming schedule
constructed in step (5).

Unit Spectrum No. 1 Unit Spectrum No. 3
Unit Spectrum No. 2
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Step Ordered Military Maneuver Loadings

Step ordered loading tapes were constructed representing the average
random military maneuver test histories. These ordered loading tapes
were constructed utilizing the same procedure used in making the step
ordered gust loading tapes except that the negative excursions were
suppressed by passing the generated signal through a diode.

Step Ordered Composite Loading Tapes

Step ordered programming tapes were constructed representing random
composite test histories. These ordered tapes were constructed for
both gust and military maneuver type air loadings employing the same
procedure described in the example above. Air loadings, ground
loadings, and ground-to-air transitions were treated as three separate
random spectra and separate prograrning schedules were made for each
spectrum. The complete ordered cormosite tape was made as follows:

(1) The first unit spectrum of air loadings was recorded, as
tabulated on its progra.rning schedule, about the mean load for
which the corrcsponding random air loadings were applied.

(2) The first unit spectrum of -round loadings was also recorded,
as shownm on its progra-ming schedule, at the mean load at
which the corresponding random ground loadings were applied.

(3) The first unit spectrum of ground-to-air cycles was recorded
such that the peak-to-peak excursion extended from the air
loading mean to the ground loading mean.

Air Loading

M~ J~ f.d~ (Air Loading)--

-fm (Ground Ica M (rud
Air Cycle)

iGround Loading Ground to Air Cycle

The procedure described above was used to generate the first unit
composite loading spectrum. The succeeding spectrum units were
constructed in the same manner.
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The standard equipment items used in this tape construction work are
indicated on the schematics on Figures 93,94, and 95. The portable
tape unit is a two-channel frequency-modulated 1/4-inch record and
playback unit. The tape deck is a series 30 recorder manufactured
by American Electronics, Inc. The electronics were designed and
developed by Lockheed. Characteristic of this unit are:

Carrier frequency - 3,400 cps
Tape speed - 7 1/2 inches per second
Minimum signal to noise ratio - 40 db
Maximum record voltage - 9.0 volts
Playback filtering - 60 or 500 cps
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SPECIMEN LOADING

The specimen loading system which was developed for this investigation was

basically simple in mechanical detail, utilizing for the most part standard

commercial equipment for signal input, hydraulic load control and loading

readout. However, to appreciate the demands upon the system it must be

realized that in this investigation the primary testing requirement involved

application of specimen loadings which faithfully followed command signals

of a very complex nature. The controlled application of such loadings dic-

tated the selection and development of servo control circuitry and the

development of special test monitoring techniques. A description of the
loading system is presented below followed by a brief discussion of several
problems encountered during testing.

DESCRIPTION OF SPECIMEN LOADING EQUIPMENT

Fatigue loading equipment was developed for the rapid application of the

loadings defined by signals on the magnetic tapes described in preceding
paragraphs. This equipment basically provides an electro-hydraulic servo
system consisting of a test specimen in series with a servo valve-Jack com-
bination, with the loadings programmed by the signal from magnetic tape. This

system is shown schematically on Figure 96.

As shown on this figure, the output signal from the programmer is fed into
the servo loop through the summing junction. The amplified input signal pro-
grams the action of the servo valve in metering cyclic flow of oil to the
fore and aft parts of the servo Jack. The output signal of the load trans-
ducer strain gage is amplified and fed back into the summing junction closing
the loop. The instantaneous summing of these two opposing signals at the
input side of the servo valve ideally results in the specimen experiencing
the loading history represented by the signal on the loading tape. In util-
izing such a system due cognizance was given to inherent mechanical and
electrical limitations of the entire system, especially with respect to fre-
quency response and flow characteristics of the servo valve.

The 1/4 inch programming tape unit used for spectral loading input is the same
basic unit as the 1/4 inch portable tape unit wrbich was used for preparation

of the program tapes except that it does not have recording capabilities. The
servo loop command and feed-back-electronics were basically Model K2-W opera-
tional amplifiers in series with Model K2-P chopper stabilizing amplifiers,
manufactured by George A. Philbrick Researches, Inc. A diode clipper was
mounted in the electrical circuit between the tape unit and the summing junc-
tion which limited the amplitude of the programming signal supplied to the
summing junction in case of signal overload. This diode clipper was also
basically a Model K2-W operational amplifier.

The servo Jack was a Lockheed designed hydraulic actuator with a maximum
static force rating of 17,000 pounds. The servo valve employed to program the
action of the hydraulic actuator was a ?4del 26 Flow Control Valve, manufac-
tured by Hydraulic Research and Manufacturing Company. This servo valve has a
flow control range from 0.15 to 10 gpm for an operating pressure range of
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150 to 4,000 psi. The transducer used as the sensing unit in the system was
a Lockheed designed strain gaged load cell. This transducer is cylindrical
in constructional detail and is equipped with a full bridge gage installa-
tion, the electrical output being essentially insensitive to bending strain.
Four complete loading systems were developed for this testing program and
are shown in operation on Figure 97. The tape playback unit, the electron-
ics and associated components for programming two separate servo loops were
mounted in a self-contained unit as shown on Figure 98. A photograph of a
valve-jack combination, load transducer and specimen, all rigidly mounted in
one of the loading fixtures, is shown on Figure 99. The specimen was
mounted in the test fixture by rigid friction grips, and floating stiffeners
were used on the unsupported edges of the specimen to prevent buckling as
shown in Figure ",9 . A failure wire was cemented to the specimen in the area
of maximum stress concentration and connected to a relay. Upon initiation of
a fatigue crack the failure wire circuit was interrupted, instantaneously
blocking off hydraulic flow to the actuator.

PROCEDURE FOR SPECTRAL LOADING OF SPECIMENS

Prior to the application of loads to each specimen, the loading system was
calibrated and adjusted to produce the applicable loading history represented
on programming tape. Although several steps in the calibration and dynamic
loading procedure were common to all spectral tests, certain steps were
followed only for particular types of loading history. Outlines of the pro-
cedures follow.

Loading Histories Having Constant Mean Load Values

(1) From known transducer data, a calibration factor of load versus electri-
cal output was determined which related the maximum signal voltage on
the program tape to the highest load to be applied to the specimen. This
maximum signal was recorded on an oscillograph for later reference.

(2) A dummy specimen, serving merely as a load link during calibration was
installed in the test fixture and the static mean load was applied by
dialing in the equivalent voltage to the servo valve circuit.

(3) The required dynamic signal amplification was set, based on the loading
tape voltage calibration factor.

(4) The maximum dynamic load was applied to the dummy specimen and the load
cell signal output was recorded on an oscillograph for comparison with
the static signal previously recorded.

(5) Deviation of the maximum loading cycle from the desired load level was
corrected by a compensating adjustment of the signal amplification, and
step 4 was repeated.

(6) When the desired loading level for the maximum cycle was obtained the
calibrating system was replaced by a test specimen.
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Figure 97 General View of Specimen Loading Apparatus

Figure 98 Magnetic Tape Loading Control Unite
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Figure 99 Close-up of Specimen Installation
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(7) The loading trace was then applied to the test specimen. The maximum
loading cycle was periodically monitored on the oscillograph and re-
quired adjustments made to the amplification of the dynamic signal to
maintain the desired loading level.

(8) Testing was continued until the initiation of a fatigue crack inter-
rupted the failure wire circuit terminating the loadings. In addition,
interruption of the failure wire circuit cut off the power source to
the electrical timing device recording the duration of specimen life.

The full range of random loadings applied to the test specimen were period-
ically monitored to determine the spectrum content of the applied loads, and
as an added check on the stability of the frequency response of the loading
system. Monitoring of these random loadings was accomplished by recording on
magnetic tape the output signal from the load transducer for each unit load-
ing trace applied. These unit monitor tapes were then electrically counted
as described later in the data reduction section.

Periodic monitoring checks were also made of the ordered loadings applied to
the specimen. Monitoring of the ordered loadings applied in the preliminary
investigation was accomplished in the manner described above for the random
loadings. Monitoring of the step ordered loadings consisted of periodic
recording on an oscillograph of the load transducer output signal for the
complete ordered loading trace. The loads for each group of cycles were cal-
culated from the oscillographic record and compared with the schedule from
which the loading tape was constructed.

Loading Histories Having Variable Mean Load Values

Random composite loadings with gust type air loadings were produced by using
the same loading tape signal for both air loadings and ground loadings. The
ground loading trace was similar to the air loadings except that different
static mean load and amplification of the dynamic signal were used. The
loading tape signal was routed through an electro-mechanical device which
periodically shifted both static mean load and amplification of the dynamic
trace. The procedure for alternately applying these two loading traces from
the same input signal was as follows:

(1) A calibration factor for the load programming system was determined re-
lating specimen load to loading tape voltage and a calibration signal
was recorded on an oscillograph. The input voltage relationships re-
quired to define the desired loading history were then calculated.

(2) With a dummy specimen installed in the loading fixture, the switching
device was locked in one of the spectrum loading positions and the
static mean load was applied with a bias voltage.

(3) The required dynamic signal amplification was set based on the loading
tape voltage relationships calculated in Step 1 above.

(4) The maximum dynamic signal was applied to the calibrating specimen and
recorded on an oscillograph for comparison with the previously record-
ed loading system calibration factor.
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(5) Deviation of the maximum loading cycle from the desired load level
was corrected by a compensating adjustment of the signal amplifica-
tion and the repetition of Step 4.

(6) The switching device was then locked in the second loading condition
and Steps 2 through 5 were repeated to obtain its desired dynamic
trace amplification.

(7) After the desired loading levels for the maximum loading cycle were
obtained, the calibrating specimen was replaced by a test specimen.

(8) The loading trace was then applied to the specimen and the switching
device was started at the commencement of the dynamic signal.

(9) The maximum composite loading cycle was periodically monitored on the
oscillograph and the required adjustments were made to the amplifica-
tion of the dynamic signal to maintain the desired loading level.

(10) Testing was continued until a fatigue crack developed. The loading
was terminated by failure of the previously described failure wire
and the test duration was recorded.

Random composite military maneuver loadings were produced by employing the
signals from two separate loading tapes. To apply these loadings the port-
able tape unit used in the tape construction work was operated in parallel
with the programming tape unit as shown schematically on Figure 96. These
two signals were fed into the same switching device used in applying the
random composite gust loadings. The switching apparatus alternately
switched static mean loads and the dynamic signal inputs. The setup, cali-
bration, testing and monitoring were also accomplished in the manner de-
scribed above for random composite gust loadings.

Ordered composite loading tapes were constructed so that the relationship
between the static mean load and the dynamic loading level was recorded on
the tape. Thus only one signal amplification was required for the compos-
ite tape to apply the desired composite loading spectra. The procedure for
setting the loading levels, testing and monitoring, was the same as describ-
ed for the single spectrum loadings.

Discussion of Loading System Development

In developing this loading system a number of problems were encountered.
The resolution of the overall problem of applying the same loading history
to the specimen for repeated applications of the same loading trace requir-
ed considerable effort. Many factors contributing to this overall problem
complicated the development of a completely reliable loading system through-
out a major portion of the preliminary investigation. Some of the contrib-
uting problems are discussed in the following paragraphs.

In order to extend the operating frequency range of the servo valve and
system, electrical lead networks were developed. A flat frequency response
over the range of 0 to 45 cps with attenuation of 3 db at 60 cps within a
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maximum allowable deviation of t2% was set up as the performance standard.
Values for the lead network components were determined from the frequency
response of the basic system. In addition individual lead networks were
tailored to compensate for the cumulative effect of the characteristics of
each servo loop in order to meet these requirements.

In the continued effort to improve the overall loading system performance,
the meter originally used in setting the level of the input loading trace
was replaced by a direct reading oscillograph (Visicorder). The use of the
oscillograph permitted utilization of a dynamic signal for calibrating the
loading tapes. This more realistic method of setting the loading level
with a dynamic signal in the frequency range of the applied loading cycles
greatly improved the control of variations in frequency response.

Due to deterioriation in servo valve performance and aging of electronic
components, it was necessary to monitor continuously the frequency response
of the servo system. A function generator was used in conjunction with an
oscillograph to check the servo system response and by adjustment of the
forward and feedback gains of the servo amplifier, the system response
could be maintained within the limits of the ±2% deviation.

Variations were noted, during the early testing stage, between loading his-
tories sampled at discrete intervals for the same input trace. This was
concluded to be due mainly to large fluctuations of the hydraulic oil tem-
perature occurring over a normal operating period since corresponding
fluctuations were also observed in the frequency response of the loading
system. Stabilization of the hydraulic oil temperature through the use of
an immersion heater or regulation of cooling water through a heat exchanger
greatly reduced these response variations.

Proper mechanical operation of the servo valve demands that the hydraulic
fluid be filtered of all particles which are greater than approximately
25 microns in diameter. In order to assure reasonable filter life the
entire hydraulic system was maintained as free as practicable of contam-
inants. The formation of varnish or generation of corrosion particles
results in costly shutdown periods and is a constant threat to the attain-
ment of reliable test data. Therefore MIL H 5606-A hydraulic fluid was
selected because of its stable and non-corrosive characteristics. This
particular problem proved to be a costly one during the early stages of the
testing phase of this investigation.

Bearing in mind that the specimen loading system was, of necessity, highly
responsive to tape signal command, it can readily be seen that it was im-
perative that loading input tapes remain as free as possible of extraneous
signals which might affect testing validity. These false signals may be
of such strength to cause serious overloading or destruction of the speci-
men. In an effort to produce and maintain loading input tapes essentially
free of false signals, special tape handling procedures were adopted.
Electrical means were also employed to repress false signals of any signi-
ficant magnitude, during load application.
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In passing a magnetic tape across a signal reproduce-head any irregularity
of the tape surface causes a momentary loss of playback signal known as a
drop-out, resulting in the appearance of a maximum voltage at the output
terminals of the tape unit reproduce-electronics. The response character-
istics of an electro hydraulic servo loop are such that the loading system
instantaneously applies the maximum possible load to the test specimen.
The major causes of tape drop-outs are improper tape splices, flaking of
the magnetic surface, and minute dust particles collecting on the tape
surface. A method of completely eliminating drop-outs was not achieved,
but by a continual effort in guarding against conditions conducive to their
origin, their occurrence was effectively minimized.

The principal efforts extended in minimizing the occurrence of drop-outs
were as follows:

1. Dust protective shields were installed around the area of the
loading tape and signal reproduce-equipment. A practice of
periodic cleaning was rigorously followed.

2. Multi-pass loading tapes were constructed by splicing together
recorded sections of the unit loading trace. These loading
tapes were rerecorded onto splice-free tape for use on the load
programming units. In the event of accidental damage or flaking
of the magnetic coating of the test loading tape, resulting in a
permanent drop-out, a duplicate splice-free copy was made of the
originally spliced multi-pass tape.

3. Where single drop-outs or other strong extraneous signals existed
which were not the result of splicing, electrical means involving
the use of diode clippers were utilized to subdue the strength of
the signal. To this end the clipper circuit was adjusted to cut
off all signal strength which was in excess of that signal repre-
senting tLe highest spectral load.

CONSTAnT LOAD AMPLITUDE TESTING EQUIPMENT

As noted in the main body of the report, sets of S-N1 curves were developed
as reference data for the random loading and spectrum loading tests. The
S-N tests were conducted in resonant beam fatigue test machines. In this
type of fatigue machine, loads are developed by means of a motor-driven
rotating eccentric weight fastened at the free end of a pivoted beam.
This beam is tuned to a frequency slightly higher than the driving fre-
quency produced by the motor (1800 rpm). The test specimen is mounted
normal to the axis of the beam and so is loaded axially by the beam
displacements. Static and dynamic loads are measured and monitored
using the output of strain gages mounted on a load cell which is loaded
in series with the test specimen.
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DATA REDUCTION

DESCRIPTION OF COUNT METHODS

At the start of this program a large number of count methods were reviewed in
terms of their applicability. All of these methods were variations of three
basic count methods: "Peak Count," "Range Count", and "Interval Crossing
Count." One of each of these three basic types of count methods was then sel-
ected for further study as applied to gust data used in this study. The manner
in which the selected count methods were applied is described below.

Mean Crossing Peak Count

Given load-time trace y - f(t)

(1) Establish load levels of interest Yl Y2' Y3".'"Yn above and below
mean

= i. •fT f(t)dt

0

(2) Establish all points at which y = y, that is, where load-time trace
crosses mean.

(3) Between two successive crossings of the mean establish:

a) The maximum value of load-time trace for portions greater than
mean (peak).

or b) The minimum value of load-time trace for portions less than mean
(valley).

(4) Count the number of peak maximum values above any particular level of
interest.

(5) Count the nunber of valley minimum values below any particular level
of interest.

(6) Summarize counts.

(Illustrations of this procedure follow)
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Example: Typical peak

8 Typical mean crossing

2 7 /A

0 Y 5 .

2 3 Typical valley \--mean (7)

3 2

4 1

0
Time --

Level of Interest 0 1 2 3 4

Peak Count 4 3 1i 0 0

Valley Count 3 1- l 1 0

Interval Crossing Count

Given load-time trace y = f(t)

(1) Establish load levels of interest such as Yl, Y2 ,

Y3  .... Yn"
(2) At each level of interest, count the number of times y = f(t)

crosses the level of interest with a positive slope.

(3) Summarize the counts.
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Example:
Positive slope crossing of level 6

8 
f(t)

7

6

5

y 41

3

2

1

0

Time

level 011 2 3 11 5 1 718 Total

Number of crossings 0 o 0 1 1 2 3 14 5 6 7 18-

Range Count

Given load-time trace y = f(t)

(1) Establish load ranges of interest yI' Y2, Y3 ....
I Yn where y is only a change in load and refers to no
particular value of y.

(2) A count should be recorded when all of the following conditions
are met in the sequence listed below.

a) Let t increase from t = o or the instant a count is made.

b) Yeintain as a reference the minimum value of y (lowest

valley) experienced.

c) As soon as y = Ymin + Yn the first condition Is met.
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d) Now as t increases, maintain as a reference the maximum
value of y (highest peak) experienced subsequent to meeting
the first condition.

e) As soon as y - Ymax -/\Yn the second condition is met.

f) Record a count for range ý Ayn.

(3) Repeat sequence until entire history is scanned.

(4) Summarize counts.

Example: forAyn = 1

8 .,,--Tnical Peak Reference

7 y- Ymax- Yn and count

6-

3 - Ymin + AYn

2-

1- Typical Valley Reference

01

to
Time t

Range 1 2 3 4 5

Counts 4 3 2 1 0
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ELECTRICAL COUOTING SYSTEMS

An integrated system was developed for high speed statistical analysis of
random and ordered spectra employing analog methods. Counting systems were
developed for obtaining mean crossing peak, range, and interval crossing
counts at counting rates up to 500 cycles per second. This integrated sys-
tem basically consists of a magnetic tape input unit, an analog computer and
an electronic totalizing counter. Figure 90 shows this system programmed
for counting.

The magnetic tape input unit was the 1/4 inch portable tape unit used in the
construction of the loading tapes. A Model 521C electronic counter manufac-
tured by the Hewlett Packard Corporation was employed to record the statis-
tical data from the counting circuit.

The analog computer consists of eight standard K5-U computing amplifiers and
twenty K2-W operational amplifiers manufactured and packaged in a self-
contained unit by George Philbrick Researches, Inc. Four separate input
signals can be scaled, the polarity inverted and then summed in the K5-U
computing amplifiers. In addition, a reference voltage of either polarity
can be subtracted from its final output. The K2-W is a basic operational
amplifier in that no input or feedback resistors are associated with it. By
adding resistors, capacitors and diodes externally the K2-W can be made to
operate as an inverter, filter, mean integrator, buffer, peak follower or
voltage crossing detector. Schematical representations are shown on Figures
100 and 101 for the operational configurations in which these amplifiers
were employed in the counting circuits. In addition, the counting circuits
developed for the mean crossing peak, range and interval crossing count
methods are shown schematically in Figures 102, 103, and 104.

The initial calibration of these circuits was based on use of a five minute
section of the original B-47 wing root loading trace. This trace was re-
corded on 1/4 inch magnetic tape suitable for electrical counting and an
oscillograph was made. The visible trace was scanned and zero crossing peak,
range and interval crossing counts were tabulated. These tabulations were
then used as guides in assessing the performance of the counting circuits.

In the development of these counting systems certain problems were encoun-
tered which were largely due to the demand for unique applications of analog
computer elements. A number of possible circuits were evaluated in the
search for counting systems which were accurate and reliable. The selection
and use of high quality components was a requisite to the reliable perform-
ance of all circuits. Precision carbon resistors and high quality mylar
capacitors were used exclusively in all operational amplifier circuitry.
Silicon crystal diodes were used in the initial phases of counting circuit
development but later proved to possess insufficient reverse impedance to
reset the peak follower in all instances. Vacuum tube diodes were substi-
tuted providing reliable operation of the peak follower circuit.
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FIGURE 100 APPLICATIONS OF BASIC COMPUTER ELEMENTS
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FIGURE 101 APPLICATIONS OF BASIC COMPUTER EleMENTS
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Procedure for Counting Random Spectra

Monitor tapes for the load transducer output signal, representing the
specimen loading history, were recorded for a unit section of each random
programming tape. These unit loading signals were then programmed through
the appropriate computing circuit and their count distributions were re-
corded in columnar form.

The counting of a particular monitor tape was accomplished in the following
manner:

(1) The appropriate counting circuit was installed on the analog
computer and a schedule was made of the load levels at which
counts were desired.

(2) The load level was dialed into the bomputer and the monitor
tape signal was programmed to the counting circuit.

(3) Cumulative counts were displayed on the electronic counter as
the unit section of monitor signal was transmitted through
the computing circuit.

(4) When all of the monitor tape signals had been played through the
computing circuit, the total cumulative counts were recorded for
permanent record and the sequence was repeated for each load
level in the counting schedule.

Procedure for Counting Ordered Spectra

Monitor tapes were also recorded from the load transducer output signal for
a unit section of each ordered loading tape constructed in the preliminary
investigation. These monitor tapes were counted in the same manner as
described above for counting the random spectra.

Counting of the monitor tape output signal for the step ordered loading
tapes constructed in the principal part of this investigation was obtained
in the following manner.

(1) An oscillographic record was made of the load transducer output
signal for the full length of each step ordered programming tape.

(2) The amplitude at each load interval was scaled and the load level
determined by comparison with a known calibration.
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ANALYSIS OF ACCURACY

A step by step procedure of the testing, monitoring, and counting operation
is summarized below. The values of maximum possible error at each step in
this procedure are shown. The nature of such error sources is noted in the
procedure outline and also keyed to the schematic diagram shown in Figure 105.

These individual errors were added directly to obtain the maximum error
limits shown graphically on Figure 106. However, a more realistic evaluation
of the accuracy of the presented data is obtained from the 95% probability
error limits presented graphically on Figure 107.

TEST PROCEDURE USING MULTI-PASS

LOADING SPECTRUM PROGRAMMING TAPE % of Error

(1) Apply static calibration of load cell H to Visicorder

a) Load cell calibration ±i.0

(2) Start tape transport ® and play output signal
thru tape electronics and servo loop (D-E-F-H)
and record load cell T output on Visicorder J
Compare maximum dynamic range to static calibration
on Visicorder (step 1) and adjust gain pot C to
apply desired maximum specimen stress

a) Stability of programmer electronics ±0.5

b) Stability of servo command electronics ® ±0.02

c) Frequency response deviation t ±2.0

d) Specimen cross sectional area variation ® ±1.5

e) Stability of load cell monitor electronics ± ±0.02

f) Visicorder frequency response ±3.0

g) Reading accuracy - comparison Visicorder calibrations® ±2.0

(3) Continuous loading applied to specimen with calibration
techniques (steps 1 and 2) applied periodically

a) Variation of frequency response ±0.5
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PROCEDURE FOR RECORDING MONITOR TAPE
OF SPECIMEN LOADING HISTORY

% of Error
(i) Output signal of load cell H played through monitor

electronics ® and unit section of basic data recorded
on recorderw .

a) Stability of load cell monitor electronics ®.

b) Stability of recorder electronics T. ±0.5

PROCEDURE FOR COUNTING MONITOR TAPE

(1) Program monitor signal into computer O, ® & ( and
observe occurrences of data characteristics on counter

a) Balance computer bank No. 2 1 . ±0.09 *

b) Balance computer bank No. 3 ® • ±0.09 *

c) Zero output computer bank No. 1
(read meter () for "tape-zero" input. ±0.09 *

d) Adjust output computer bank No. 1 t
(read meter ® ) for tape calibration input
to desired signal amplification level. ±0.225 *

e) Dial desired signal count level in computer bank
No. 3 CR9 and observe number of counts on counter .-

f) Stability of computer bank No. 1 ®. ±0.5

g) Stability of computer bank No. 2 ±. ±0.2475 *

h) Stability of computer bank No. 3 ®. ±0.2

It should be noted that the error analysis described above applies to the
complete testing-counting process. It therefore establishes the accuracy of
the specimen test history curves presented in the report.

* KSI Constant
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APPENDIX II

SAMPLE POWER SPECTRA

A limited investigation was made of the significance in fatigue work of
power spectra based on short samples of flight records. For this purpose
the dynamic signal of B-47 wing bending moments which had been used in
the preliminary investigation of data reduction methods was employed.
From the ninety-six minute record, two samples each covering two and one-
half minutes of real time were selected.

The first sample was taken from a portion of the record containing rela-
tively high peak loadings while the second sample was taken from a section
showing only moderate loadings. An oscillographic copy of each sample
was produced and the displacements of the trace from a constant mean value
(measured in inches) were employed to describe the power spectrum for each
sample. The method used was described in "The Measurement of Power Spectra
from the Point of View of Communication Engineering" by R. B. Blackman and
J. W. Tukey, which was presented in Volume 37 of the Bell System Technical
Journal. The spectra are shown on Figure 108.

These power spectra, which present one type of interpretation of a loading
record, can be used to provide an estimate of the spectrum of discrete
loadings which is required in fatigue testing. This spectrum of discrete
loadings describes the number of crossing of a given level by the loading
trace and so is similar in nature to the interval crossing count spectra
discussed and presented in Section II of the report.

In the paper, "Mathematical Analysis of Random Noise", by S. 0. Rice,
published in Volumes 23 and 24 of the Bell System Technical Journal, an
expression for the number of crossings of a given level was presented.
This expression is

1. _x1  2 /2 6 2
2 1.1c (Xl 6 e

where 2 N - sum of the crossings of positive level X
e N with positive slope and the crossings oil

negative level X with negative slope.

(f - root mean square value of X

6' = root mean square value of X
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or 6-

61= [! i/a)•z
0-

where IX = power spectral density of X

and W = frequency in radians per second.

Applying these expressions to the Dower spectral descriptions of the
two record sample produced the values

6 = 0.612 inch (I = 5.38 inch/second for Sample 1

d = 0.555 inch 61 = 4.82 inch/second for Samole 2.

Using these values in the first expression given aboe, the theoretical
frequency distributions of level crossings were comnuted. These distri-
butions are shown by the curves drawn on Figures l09 and 110. For
comparison, interval crossing counts of the record samples were made in
the conventional manner and the results plotted on the two figures.
Finally, to indicate the relationship of these two representations to
the spectra described by simple mean crossing peak counts, such counts
were made and the results were plotted on the figures in a form
compatible with the other spectra.

An examination of the figures indicates that all three representations
of the records are in reasonably good agreement up to values of the trace
deviation of approximately one and one-half inches (approximately 2.5 d ).
For larger trace deviations, the agreement between interval crossing
counts and mean crossing peak counts is considered to be good, as might
be exnected. However, in this region of the figures, the estimates of
discrete loading spectra which were deduced from the power spectra are
uiconservative.

These very limited evaluations of the sirmificance of power spectra in
fatigue work emphasize the need for additional work. In this additional
work, the use of longer record samDles should be evaluated.
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APPENDIX III

MATERIAL STRENGTH

The results of static tensile tests on the 7075-T6 bare aluminum material
used in the investigation are presented in Table 1O. The geometry of the
rectangular 2 inch gage length conformed to ASTM Standard E8-57T. The
longitudinal grained tensile test specimens were taken along the longi-
tudinal axis of each sheet of material.
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APPENDIX IV

PRELIMNARY DATA

A test log listing all the specimens used in the preliminary investigation
is presented in Table Ii. The specimen geometry, the type of loading
spectrum anplied, and an indication of the test results are presented.
Specimens with unsatisfactory test results are identified by a code letter
under the heading "Remarks". A description of this code is presented at
the end of the table. The loading spectra for those specimens whose
complete test histories can be defined are oresented in Table 12. The
unit spectra for these loading histories are shown on Figures 111 th.ru 161.
These snectra are identified in the test log and in the test histories by
record nunbers. These unit spectra were obtained by monitoring the output
signal from strain gages mounted on calibrated load cells mounted in series
with the test specimens. Several unit spectra which were obtained by
monitorinr the input to the servo valves are also presented.
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APPENDIX V

TEST DATA 'FOR THE MAIN INVESTIGATION

A log of the specimen testing during the main investigation is presented
in Table 13. The specimen geometry and the type of loading spectrum
applied are listed. Those specimens whose test histories were not satis-
factory are indicated under the heading "Remarks". An explanation of
these remarks is presented at the end of the table, Test loading histories
for the remainder of the specimens are presented in Tables 14 thru 41..
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TABLE 15

HIGH PEAK RANDOM GUST LOADING HISTORIES
(MEAN CROSSING PEAK COUNTS)

f(mean) = 12,000 psi
Kt = 7.0

Varying Cumulative Frequency of Load Cycle Occurrences
Stress Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen
(psi) No.274 No.280 No.281 No.282 No.283 No.284

0 56,550 95,700 56,550 59,150 52,200 52,200

1,670 32,4100 54,500 32,1400 22,600 29,800 29,800

3,330 15,000 25,100 15,000 10,600 13,700 13,700

5,000 5,360 9,000 5,560 3,880 4,860 4,860

6,670 1,504 2,479 1,504 1,092 1,354 1,354

8,330 369 606 369 267.5 329 329

10,000 99.1 159.1 99.1 70.8 86.6 86.6

10,830 56.8 88.9 56.8 40.5 49.6 49.6

11,660 35.6 55.5 35.6 25.8 31.2 31.2

12,500 21.1 33.5 21.1 15.8 18.4 18.4

13,330 13.5 21.5 13.5 10.3 11.9 11.9

14,000 9.2 14.7 9.2 7.2 8.2 8.2

14,960 3.1 5.0 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1

16,190 2.0 3.3 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0

16,620 1.0
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TABLE 16

LOW PEAK RANDOM GUST LOADING HISTORIES
(MAN CROSSING PEAK COUNTS)

f(mean) = 6,000 psi
Kt = 4.0

Varying Cumulative Frequency of Load Cycle Occurrences
Stress Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen
(psi) No.305 No.318 No.362 No.393

0 1,,452,900 1,935,750 1,470,300 1,792,200

1,190 827,300 1,102,600 837,050 1,020,600

2,380 38o,300 507,050 384,750 469,1oo

3,560 135,380 180,500 136,990 166,960

4,750 37,113 49,490 37,539 45,774

5,950 8,952 11, 939 9,057 11,o043

7,120 2,382.7 3,181.5 2,1411.3 2,938.6

7,720 1,326.0 1,811.2 1,371.7 1,672.6

8,310 859.5 1,148.4 869.1 1,060.0

8,900 527.7 705.3 534.3 650.8

9,500 344.1 460.3 348.7 424.3

10,000 239.9 321.5 243.3 295.6

10,700 91.1 122.4 93.1 112.3

11,6OO 60.2 80.7 61.7 74.0

11,900 22.6 30.5 23.7 27.6

12,050 21.0 28.6 22.0 25.6

12,500 10.2 13.2 10.2 11.5

13,,100 7.7 10.0 7.7 8.7

14,000 2.0 3.0 2.0 2.0
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TABLE 17

LOW PEAK RANDOM GUST LOADING HISTORIES
(MIEAN CROSSING PEAK COUNTS)

f(mean) = 6,000 psi
Kt = 7.0

Varying Cumulative Frequency of Load Cycle Occurrences
Stress Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen
(psi) No.299 No.300 No.301 No.302 No.303 No.304

0 252,300 169,650 239,250 200,100 326,250 213,150

1,190 143,700 97,050 136,500 114,100 185,900 121,600

2,380 65,900 44.,800 62,700 52,,450 85,500 56,000

3,560 23,,480 15,980 22,360 18,630 30,1460 19.940

4,750 6,437 4,440 6,157 5,1142 8,349 5,507

5,950 1,552 1,079.5 1,488 1,246 2,018.5 1,338

7,120 411.8 286.o 397.3 328.3 538.6 354.3

7,720 234.4 163.6 227.2 187.6 306.2 202.0

8,10 1148.5 103.5 144.1 118.9 193.7 127.7

8,900 90.9 62.7 88.3 72.3 119.2 77.6

9,500 60.0 40.8 58.4 47.5 77.4 50.6

lO,OOO 41.8 28.4 40.8 33.3 53.7 35.3

10,700 16.1 11.3 16:1 13.6 19.7 13.6

11,6oo lO.6 7.3 10.6 9.0 12.9 9.0

11,900 3.9 1.1 3.9 2.6 5.0 2.6

12,050 3.6 1.0 3.6 2.5 4.6 2.5

12,500 1.4 1.4 1.3 1.4 1.3

13,100 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
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TABLE 18

RANDOM GROUND LOADING HISTORY
(MEAN CROSSING PEAK COUNT)

f(mean) = -3,000 psi
Kt = 4.0

Varying Stress Cumulative Frequency of Load Cycle
(psi) Occurrences - Specimen No. 397

0 2,740,500
950 1,582,6oo

1,920 728,450

2,850 257,670
3,800 69,949
4,750 16,878
5,700 4,491.1
6,180 2,499.2
6,650 1,601.1
7,130 1,002.35
7,600 657.00
8,000 453-55
8,550 169.oo
9,250 113.85
9,500 44.60
9,62o 41.40
9,980 18.95

lO,450 14.6o
11,150 4.00

(No Failure)
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TABLE 19

RANDOM GROUND LOADING HISTORIES
(MEAN CROSSING PEAK COUNTS)

f(mean) = -3,000 psi
Kt = 7.0

Varying Cumulative Frequency of Load Cycle Occurrences
Stress Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen
(psi) No.416 No .417 No.418 No.419 No.422 No.423

0 783,o00 500,250 552,450 578,550 495,900 448,050

950 452,400 289,000 319,300 334,200 286,250 258,700

1,920 208,250 133,000 146,850 153,800 131,550 119,050

2,850 73,600 47,040 51,950 54,4.00 4.6,450 42,150

3,800 20,050 12,846 14,168 14,818 12,656 11,460

4,750 4,843 3,107.5 3,424 3,583 3,057.5 2,770

5,700 1,287 827.9 911.2 953.7 813.9 738.5

6,18o 715.9 461.0 507.3 530.4 453.4 410.9

6,650 458.9 295.6 325.1 339.4 290.1 262.9

7,130 286.2 184.3 2o2.6 211.6 180.3 164.3

7,600 187.4 120.4 133.2 138.0 117.6 107.2

8,000 129.4 83.0 91.8 94.8 80.9 73.7

8,550 48.8 31.1 34.6 34.6 29.8 26.6

9,250 32.8 20.8 23.1 23.1 19.8 17.8

9,500 11.0 6.7 7.8 7.8 6.7 6.7

9,620 10.2 6.2 7.2 7.2 6.2 6.2

9,980 4.4 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7

lO,450 3.4 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0

11,150 1.0
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TABLE 20

RANDOM MILITARY MANEUVER LOADING HISTORIES
(PEAK coUNTs)

Minimum Stress = 5,450 psi
Kt = 4.0

Incre- Cumulative Frequency of Load Cycle Occurrences
mental Specimen
Stress Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen No. 347 &
(psi) No.342 No.343 No.344 No.345 No.346 No. 349

0 26,400 22,000 17,600 30,800 44,000 26,400

2,840 20,700 17,250 13,800 24,150 34,500 20,700

5,680 16,100 13,450 10,760 18,830 26,900 16,100

11,400 9,360 7,800 6,240 10,920 15,600 9,360

17,000 4,560 3,800 3,010 5,320 7,600 4,560

22,700 1,830 1,525 1,220 2,135 3,050 1,830

28,4oo 540 450 36o 630 900 540

31,200 288 240 192 336 480 288

34,000 132 110 88 154 220 132

39,800 24 20 16 28 40 24

41,200 12 10 8 14 20 12

42,050 6 5 4 7 10 6
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TABLE 21

HIGH PEAK ORDERED GUST WADING HISTORIES

Stress Interval = 1,000
Unit Spectrum - 1/10 avg. random test history

f(mean) - 12,000
Kt - 4.0

Varying Cumulative Frequency of Load Cycle Occurrences
Stress Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen
(psi) No.307 No.308 No.309 No.310 No.312

750 319,040 288,960 288,OO0 224,319 256,961

1,980 219,040 198,000 198,000 153,999 176,001

2.900 149,040 135,000 135,000 104,999 120,001

3,920 83,040 75,600 75,600 58,799 67,201

4,900 46,040 42,300 42,300 32,899 37,601

5,830 23,040 21,600 21,600 16,799 19,201

6,850 11,040 10,800 10,800 8,399 9,601

7,880 4,320 4,320 4,320 3,359 3,841

8,950 1,890 1,890 1,890 1,469 1,681

10,000 810 810 810 629 721

11,050 396 396 396 307 353

12,050 216 216 216 167 193

13,050 126 126 126 97 113

13,700 72 72 72 55 65

14,450 36 36 36 27 33

15,500 18 18 18 13 17

16,450 9 9 9 6 9

17,500 4 4 4 2 4

18,300 2 2 2 1 2

Spectrum

Units 9.97 9.03 9.00 7.01 8.03
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TABLE 2

HIGH PEAK ORDERED GUST LOADING HISTORIES

Stress Interval = 1,000
Unit Spectrum - 1/20 avg. random test history

f(mean) a 12,000 psi
Kt w 4.0

Varying Cumulative Frequency of Load Cycle Occurrences
Stress Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen

(psi) No.313 No.320 No.328 No.335 No.341

480 414,8&2 470,kol 813,600 441,281 928,161

1,320 284,882 320,,401 558,600 301,281 638,OOl
2,220 193,882 217,501 380,100 203,281 435,001
3,100 108,082 121,801 211,800 13,o01 243,6o0

4,020 59,982 68,151 117,500 63,451 136,301
4,960 30,082 34,801 60,000 32,400 69,601
5,900 15,002 17,401 30,000 16,201 34,801
6,850 6,002 6,961 12,000 6,481 13,921

7,860 2,627 3,046 5,250 2,836 6,091
8,860 1,127 1,306 2,250 1,216 2,611
10,100 552 639 1,10o 595 1,277
11,380 302 3,49 600 325 697

12,350 177 204 350 190 407
13,300 102 117 200 109 233
14,350 52 59 100 55 117
15,4oo 27 30 50 28 59

16,550 14 15 25 14 30
17,620 6 6 10 6 12
18,300 3 3 5 3 6

Spectrum 25.93 29.40 50.85 27.58 58.01
Units
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TABLE 23

HIGH PEAK ORDERED GUST LOADING HISTORIES

Stress Interval = 4,000 psi
Unit Spectrum - 1/20 avg. random test history

f(mean) 12,000 psi
Kt 4.0

Varying Cumulative Frequency of Load Cycle Occurrences
Stress Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen
(psi) No.326 No-331 No.332 No.334

2,070 304,232 144,578 152,718 138,145

6,190 28,000 13,126 14,001 17,500

10,350 1,056 496 529 660

14,20o 96 46 49 60

18,300 3 2 2 2

Spectrum 32.89 15.63 16.51 20.34

Units

Varying Cumulative Frequency of Lcad Cycle Occurrences
Stress Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen
(psi) No.336 No.337 No.339 No.34o

2,070 305,713 207,478 497,650 353,350

6,190 28,875 19,2o5c 46,375 33,250

10,350 1,089 726 1,749 1,254

14,200 99 66 159 114

18,300 3 2 5 4

Spectrum 33.05 22.43 53.80 38.20

Units
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TABIE 2h

HIGH PEAK ORDERED GUST WIADING HISTORIES

Stress Interval 1 1,000 psi
Unit Spectrum = 1/20 avg. random test history

f(mean) = 12,000 psi
Kt - 7.0

Varying Cumulative Frequency of Load Cycle Occurrences
Stress Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen
(psi) No.293 No.294 No.295 No.296 No.297 No.298

530 63,002 58,249 63,002 68,001 41,253 55,501
1,550 43,752 4o,249 43,752 47,251 28,503 38,501
2,500 28,127 25,874 28,127 30,376 18,003 2 4,751

3,45o 16,877 15,524 16,877 18,226 10,803 14,851
4,400 9,627 8,854 9,627 10,396 6,163 8,471
5,350 4,702 4,323 4,702 5,077 3,011 44,137

6,300 2,127 1,954 2,127 2,296 1,363 1,871
7,400 902 827 902 973 579 793
8,500 402 367 402 433 259 353

9,400 177 160 177 190 115 155
10,200 84 75 84 90 56 73
11,150 49 43 49 52 33 42

12,200 26 22 26 27 18 22
13,300 16 13 16 16 11 13
14,45o 8 6 8 8 6 6

15,500 4 3 4 4 3 3
16,200 3 2 3 3 2 2

Spectrum
Units 25.19 23.29 25.19 27.24 16.52 22.23
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TABlE 25

tOW PEAK ORDERED GUST WADING HISTORIES

Stress Interval - 1,000 psi
Unit Spectrum - I/i0 avg. random test history

f(mean) U 6,000 psi
Kt 4.0

Varying Cumulative Frequency of Load Cycle Occurrences
Stress Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen
(psi) No.378 NO.387 No.388 No.391 No.392

540 4,552,819 5,385,622 5,390,422 10,056,042 5,874,024

1,620 2,652,819 3,135,622 3,140,422 5, 8 56,042 3,4249,024

2,590 1,360,819 1,605,622 1,610,422 3,000,042 1,758,024

3,540 600,819 705,622 710,422 1,328,042 778,024

4,540 203,519 242,022 242,022 456,542 264,024

5,540 66,619 79,222 79,222 149,442 86,424

6,530 19,629 23,342 23,342 44,032 25,464

7,540 7,419 8,822 8,822 16,642 9,624

8,600 2,979 3,542 3,542 6,682 3,864

9,660 1,277 1,518 1,518 2,864 1,656

10,420 537 638 638 1,204 696

11,o00 204 242 242 457 264

12,000 56 66 66 125 72

14,000 19 22 22 42 24

Spectrum
Units 37.94 44.88 44.92 83,80 48.95
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TABLE 26

LOW PEAK ORDERED GUST LOADING HISTORIES

Stress Interval a 1,000 psi
Unit Spectrum a 1/20 avg. random test life

f(mean) a 6,000 psi
Kt a 4.0

Varying Cumulative Frequency of Load Cycle Occurrences
Stress Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen
(psi) No. 372 No. 376 No.381 No.385 No.394

550 4,918,201 3,177,840 4,189,201 3,777,001 5,070,000

1,600 2,868,201 1,852,840 2,439,201 2,202,001 2,945,000

2,600 1,474,201 951,840 1,249,201 1,131,001 1,512,000

3,620 654,201 421,840 552,001 501,001 672,000

4,580 223,701 143,590 189,751 170,501 231,000

5,520 72,901 46,800 62,10l 55,801 75,600

6,520 21,466 13,780 18,286 16,431 22,260

7,500 8,101 5,200 6,901 6,201 8,400

8,520 3,241 2,080 2,761 2,481 3,360

9,520 1,378 884 1,174 1,055 1,428

10,500 568 364 484 435 588

11,500 203 130 173 156 210

12,480 81 52 69 63 84

14,000 20 13 17 16 21

Spectrum
Units 81.97 52.96 69.82 62.95 84.50
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TABLE 2 7

LOW PEAK ORDERED GUST LOADINJ HISTORIES

Stc'ess Interval - 4,000 psi
Unit Spectrum = 1/20 avg. random test history

f (mean) = 60ooo psi
Kt = 4.o

Varying Cumulative Frequency of -Load Cycle Occurrences ....
Stress Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen
(psi) No. 564 No. 565 No. 568 No. 570 No. 577

2,100 1,593,865 457,862 2,105,148 2,o45,688 1,029:604

6,18o 51,805 10,202 48,008 46,808 23,404

10,080 588 189 888 866 453

14-000 5 2 8 8 4

Spectrum 53.61 17.61 80-89 78.68 39.60
Units
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TABLE 28

LOW PEAK ORDERED GUST LOADING HISTORIES

Stress Interval 1,000 psi
Unit Spectrum * 1/20 avg. random test history

f(mean) = 6,000 psi
Kt 7.0

Varying Cumulative Frequency of Load Cycle Occurrences
Stress Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen
(psi) No.348 No.350 No.351 No.355 No.356

550 211,141 289,080 305,371 253,531 228,242

1,520 104,421 145,280 153,731 127,121 113,502

2,370 55,201 76,800 80,971 67,201 60,002

3,260 25,301 35,200 36,771 30,801 27,502

44,190 8,971 12,480 12,871 10,921 9,752

5,160 2,991 4,160 4,291 3,641 3,252

6,170 921 1,280 1,321 1,121 1,002

7,190 300 416 430 365 327

8,230 139 192 199 169 152

9,260 58 80 83 71 64

10,380 23 32 33 29 26

11,,46o 7 9 10 9 8

13,100 2 3 3 3 3

Spectrum
Units 23.46 32.12 33.93 28.17 25.36
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TABLE 29

ORDERED GROUND LOADING HISTORIES

Stress Interval 1 1,000 psi
Unit Spectrum u 1/20 avg. random test history

f(mean) a -3,000 psi
Kt = 7.0

Varying Cumulative Frequency of Load Cycle Occurrences
Stress Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen
(psi) No.461 No.462 No.465 No.466 No.469 No.471

550 775,438 747,757 1,O10,O85 1,268,351 900,009 1,309,422

1,580 396,008 380,257 516,585 648,851 459,OO9 668,922

2,580 1h4,20O8 136,007 187,585 235,851 165,009 241,192

3,580 41,408 39,107 53,635 67,701 47,159 69,012

4,610 5,768 5,447 7,370 9,291 6,569 9,612

5,700 2,168 2,047 2,770 3,491 2,469 3,612

6,780 692 653 884 1,113 788 1,152

7,910 296 279 378 475 337 492

8,780 87 82 11 139 99 144

9,480 22 20 28 34 25 36

10.,500 7 6 9 11 8 12

Spectrum
Units 36.07 34.78 46.98 58.99 41.86 60.90
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TABLE 30

ORDERED MILITARY MANEUVER LOADING HISTORIES

Stress Interval - 1,000 psi
Unit Spectrum = 1/20 avg. random test history
Minimum Stress = 5,450 psi
Kt 4.0

Incremental Cumulative Frequency of Load Cycle Occurrences
Stress Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen
(psi) No.410 No.411 Nos.413&414 No.415

470 8,201 17,425 12,298 13,271
1,320 7,401 15,725 11,098 11,971
2,020 6,801 14,450 10,198 10,996
2,730 6,201 13,175 9,298 10,021
3,48o 5,601 11,900 8,398 9,046
4,330 5,001 10,625 7,498 8,071
5,320 4,521 9,605 6,778 7,291
6,420 4,081 8,670 6,118 6,576
7,460 3,721 7,905 5,578 5,991
8,430 3,361 7,140 5,038 5,406
9,480 3,001 6,575 4,498 4,821

10,560 2,721 5,780 4,078 4,366
11,600 2,401 5,100 3,598 3,846
12,700 2,121 4,505 3,178 3,391
13,800 1,881 3,995 2,818 3,001
14,90o 1,681 3,570 2,518 2,676
16,050 1,425 3,026 2,134 2,260
16,850 1,241 2,635 1,858 1,961
17,950 1,081 2.295 1,618 1,701
19,400 921 1,955 1,378 1,441
20,450 769 1,632 1,150 1,194
21,500 649 1,377 970 999
22,8oo 529 1,122 790 804
24,000 441 935 658 661
25,100 345 731 514 517
26,400 281 595 418 421
27,700 233 493 346 349
28,800 185 391 274 277
29,800 137 289 202 205
30,850 105 221 154 157
32,000 81 170 118 121
33,150 65 136 94 97
34,200 49 102 70 73
35,200 37 77 52 55
36,150 29 60 40 43
37,150 21 43 29 31
38,250 15 31 21 22
39,400 10 21 14 15
40,300 7 16 11 11
42,000 4 9 6 6

Spectrum Units 8.00 17.00 11.99 12.95
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TABLE 31

ORDERED MILITARY MANEUVER LOADING HISTORIES

Stress Interval = 4,000 psi
Unit Spectrum M 1/20 avg. random test history
Minimum Stress = 5,450 psi
Kt = 4.0

Incremental Cumulative Frequency of Load Cycle Occurrences
Stress Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen
(psi) Noo399 No.4OO No.401 No.404 No.406

1,680 12,900 12,898 9,676 19,345 15,001

5,180 8,700 8,698 6,526 13,045 10,101

9,250 5,880 5,878 4,411 8,815 6,811

13,550 3,780 3,778 2,836 5,665 4,361

17,800 2,280 2,278 1,711 3,415 2,611

22,100 1,260 1,258 946 1,885 1,421

26,300 588 586 442 877 637

30,700 240 238 181 355 260

34,800 84 82 64 121 91

38,450 24 22 19 34 26

42,000 3 3 3 5 4

Spectrum 12.00 n.99 9.00 17.99 13.95

Units
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TABLE 32

RANDOM COMPOSITE LOADING HISTORIES
(MEAN CROSSING PEAK COUNTS)

HIGH PEAK GUST LOADINGS IN FLIGHT
Kt w 4.0

Varying Cumulative Frequency of Load Cycle Occurrences
Stress Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen
(psi) No.424 No.425 No.427 No.428 No.429 No.430

Gust Loadings
(Approximately 13 Gust Loadings per Flight)

f(mean) = 12,000 psi

0 55,481 51,053 31,071 29,065 49,993 62,369
1,000 39,802 36,625 22,290 20,851 35,865 44,743
2,000 27,517 25,521 15,410 14,415 24,795 30,933
3,000 17,218 15,844 9,643 9,020 15,515 19,356
4,000 9,962 9,167 5,579 5,219 8,976 11,198

5,000 5,263 4,843 2,947 2,757 4,742 5,916
6,000 2,434 2,239 1,363 1,275 2,193 2,736
7,000 1,022 940 572 535 921 1,148
8,ooo 433 398 242 227 390 487
9,000 191 176 107 100 172 215

1O,000 97.6 89.8 54.7 51.2 88.0 110
11,000 48.3 44.4 27.0 25.3 43.5 54.3
12,000 26.7 24.5 14.9 14.o 24.o 30.0
13,000 15.3 14.1 8.58 8.o2 13.8 17.2
14,ooo 9.18 8.45 5.14 4.81 8.28 10.3

15,000 3.28 3.02 1.84 1.72 2.96 3.69
16,000 2.4o 2.21 1.34 1.26 2.16 2.69
16,194 2.26 2.08 1.27 1.18 2.04 2.54
16,826 o.89 0.82 o.49 0.46 0.80 0.99
17,000 0.43 0.39 0.24 0.22 0.38 0.48
18,000 0.33 03.0 0.18 0.17 0.29 0.36
18,290 0.32 0.27 o.16 0.15 0.26 0.33

(continued on next page)
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TABLE 32 (Continued)

Varying Cumulative Frequency of Load Cycle Occurrences
Stress Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen
(psi) No.424 No.425 No.427 No.l428 No.429 No.430

Ground Loadings
(Approximately 7 Ground Loadings per Flight)

f(mean) = -3,000 psi

0 29,566 27,228 16,593 15,479 26,671 33,241
950 17,077 15,726 9,584 8,940 15,405 19,200

1,920 7,848 7,227 4,404 4,109 7,080 8,824
2,850 2,775 2,556 1,557 1,453 2,503 3,120
3,800 756 696 424 396 682 850
4,750 182 168 102 95.5 165 205

5,700 48.4 44.6 27.2 25.4 43.7 54.5
6,18o 26.9 24.8 15.1 14.1 24.3 30.3
6,650 17.3 15.9 9.69 9.04 15.6 19.4
7,130 10.8 9.91 6.04 5.63 9.70 12.1
7,600 7.07 6.51 3.97 3.70 6.38 7.95
8,000 4.88 4.49 2.74 2.55 4.40 5.48

8,550 1.84 1.69 1.03 0.96 1.66 2.07
9,250 1.23 1.13 0.69 0.64 1.11 1.38
9,500 o.41 0.38 0.23 0.22 0.37 o.47
9,620 0.38 0.35 0.22 0.20 0.35 0°43
9,980 o.14 0.13 o.08 0.08 0.13 0.16

10,450 0.11 0.10 0.06 O.06 0.10 0.12

Number of Fli~ghts

4,150 3,819 2,325 2,174 3,740 4,667

(End of Table32 )
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TABLE 34
RANDOM COMPOSITE LOADING HISTORIES

(MEAN CROSSING PEAK COUNTS)
HIGH PEAK GUST LOADINGS IN FLIGHT

Kt = 7.0

Varying Cumulative Frequency of Load Cycle Occurrences
Stress Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen
(psi) No.452 No.435 No.434 No.3 435 No.436

Gust Loadings
(Approximately 13 Gust Loadings per Flight)

f(mean) = 12,000 psi

0 12,271 8,516 11,355 11,548 9,382
1,630 7,031 4,879 6,506 6,616 5,575
5,530 3,255 2,259 3,012 3,063 2,489
5,000 1,163 807 1,076 1,095 889
0,670 326 227 302 507 250
8,350 80.1 55.6 74.1 75.3 61.2

lO, 000 21.5 14.9 19.9 20.2 16.4
10,850 12.3 8.55 11.4 11.6 9.42
11,660 7.75 5.56 7.15 7.27 5.91
12,500 4.58 3.18 4.24 4.31 3.50
15,550 2.93 2.05 2.71 2.76 2.24
14,000 2.00 1.39 1.85 1.88 1.5
14,960 .67 .46 .62 .65 .51
16,190 .43 .301 .40 .41 •33

Ground Loadings
(Approximately 7 Ground Loadings per Flight)

f(mean) = -5,000 psi

0 6,515 4,510 6,013 6,125 5,011
950 5,765 2,605 2,475 5,558 2,894

1,920 1,729 1,197 1,596 1,626 1,350
2,850 611 425 564 575 470
5,800 167 115 154 157 128
4,750 40.2 27.8 57.1 37.8 30.9
5,700 10.7 7.39 9.85 10.0 8.21
6,18o 5.94 4.11 5.48 5.58 4.57
6,650 3.80 2.63 3.51 3.58 2.93
7,130 2.37 1.64 2.19 2.23 1.82
7,600 1.56 1.08 1.44 1.47 1.20
8,000 1.07 .744 .992 1.01 .827
8,550 .405 .280 .374 .381 .311
9,250 .270 .187 .249 .254 .21
9,500 .091 .065 .084 .086 .07
9,620 .08 .058 .08 .08 .07
9,980 .03 .02 .03 .03 .02

10,450 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02

Number of Flights

916 636 848 862 701
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TABLE 36

RANDOM COMPOSITE LOADING HISTORIES
,iEAN CROSSING PEAK COUNTS)

LOW PEAK GUST LOADINGS IN FLIGHT
Kt = 7.0

"Varying Cumulative Frequency of Load Cycle Occurrences
Stress Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen
(psi) No.440 No.441 No.442 No.443 No.445

Gust Loadings
(Approximately 13 Gust Loadings per Flight)

f(mean) = 6,000 psi

0 26,194 25,244 50,085 35,038 29,180
1,190 14,915 14,374 17,130 19,951 16,615
2,380 6,850 6,6o0 7,867 9,162 7,630
3,560 2,440 2,349 2,800 3,261 2,716
4,750 671 646 770 897 747
5,950 162 156 186 217 181
7,120 43 41.5 49 57.6 48
7,720 24.5 23.6 28.2 32.8 27.4
8,310 15.5 14.9 17.7 20.8 17.3
8,900 9.47 9.13 10.9 12.6 10.6
9,500 6.16 5.94 7.07 8.24 6.86

10,000 4.29 4.14 4.93 5.74 4.78
10,700 1.63 1.57 1.88 2.18 1.82
11,600 1.07 1.03 1.23 1.43 1.19
11,900 0.32 0.31 0.37 o.43 0.36
12,050 0.30 0.29 0.35 O.40 0.33
12,500 o.16 0.15 0.18 0.21 0.17
13,100 0.12 0.11 0.13 o.16 0.13

(Continued on next page)
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TABLE 36 (Continued)

Varying Cumulative Frequency of Load Cycle Occurrences
Stress Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen
(psi) No.440 No.441 No.442 No.443 No.445

Ground Loadings
(Approximately 7 Ground Loadings per Flight)

f(mean) = -3,000 psi

0 13,948 13,436 16,025 18,658 15,535
950 8,056 7,760 9,256 10,777 8,973

1,,920 3,705 3,569 4,257 4,956 4,126
2,850 1,309 1,261 1,504 1,751 1,458
3,800 356 343 410 477 397
4,750 86 83 99 115 96
5,700 22.9 22.1 26.4 31 25.5
6,18o 12.7 12.2 14.6 17 14.1
6,650 8.14 7.84 9.36 10.9 9.07
7,130 5.07 4.89 5.83 6.79 5.65
7,600 3.33 3.21 3.83 4.46 3.72
8,000 2.30 2.22 2.64 3.08 2.56
8,550 0.87 0.84 0.10 1.16 0.97
9,250 0.58 0.56 0.67 0.77 0.64
9,500 0.20 0.19 0.22 0.26 0.22
9,620 o.18 0.17 0.21 0.24 0.20
9,980 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.08

lO,450 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.07 o.o6

Number of Flights

1,958 1,886 2,249 2,619 2,181

(End of Table 36 )
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TABLE 37

RANDOM COMPOSITE LOADING BISTORIES
(PEAK COUNTS)

MILITARY MANEUVER LOADINGS IN FLIGHT
Kt - 4.0

Dynamic Cumulative Frequency of Load Cycle Occurrences
Stress Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen
(psi) No.488 No.489 No.490 No.499 No.500

(Incre- Military Maneuver Loadings
mental) (Approximately 30 Maneuver Loadings per Flight)

Minimum Stress = 5,450 psi

0 7,236 8,126 9,549 7,711 10,676
2,840 5,674 6,371 7,488 6,046 8,371
5,680 4,424 4,968 5,838 4,714 6,527

11,400 2,566 2,881 3,386 2,734 3,785
17,000 1,250 1,404 1,649 1,332 1,844
22,700 502 563 662 534 740
28,400 148 166 195 158 218
31,200 78 88 104 84.1 116
34,000 36.2 40.6 47.7 38.6 53.4
39,700 6.58 7.39 8.68 7.01 9.71
41,2OO 3.29 3.69 4.34 3.50 4.85
42,000 1.64 1.85 2.17 1.75 2.43

(Varying) Ground Loadings
(Approximately 7 Ground Loadings per Flight)

f(mean) = -3,000 psi

0 1,682 1,888 2,216 1,793 2,478
950 971 1,090 1,280 1,036 1,431

1,920 446 501 588 476 658
2,850 158 177 208 168 233
3,800 43.0 48.2 56.6 45.8 63.3
4,750 lO.4 11.6 13.7 11.1 15.3
5,700 2.75 3.09 3.63 2.94 4.06
6,180 1.53 1.72 2.02 1.63 2.26
6,650 0.982 1.10 1.29 1.05 1.45
7,130 0.61 0.69 0.81 0.65 0.90
7,600 o.41 0.45 0.53 0.43 0.59
8,000 0.28 0.31 0.36 0.29 0.41
8,550 0.10 0.12 o.14 0.11 0.15
9,250 0.070 0.078 0.092 0.074 0.10
9,500 O.024 O.026 0.031 0.025 0.035
9,620 0.022 0.024 0.029 0.023 0.032
9,980 0.003 0.009 0.011 0.009 0.012

10,450 0.0(") 0.007 0.008 0.006 0.009
Number of Flights

240 270 317 256 354
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TABLE 38

ORDERED COMPOSITE LOADING HISTORIES
(Spectra Based on Tests having approx. 13 Random Gust Loadings per Flight)

HIGH PEAK GUST LOADINGS IN FLIGHT

Stress Interval = 1,000 psi
Unit Spectrum = 1/20 avg. random test history

_Kt = 4.0
Varying Cumulative Frequency of Load Cycles Occurrences
Stress Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen

-(psi) No. 467 No. 470 No. 472 No. 473 No. 474

Gust Loadings
f(mean) = 12,000 psi

580 91,835 120,914 74,142 75,449 95,632
1,780 65,435 86,114 52,542 53,849 68,032
2,900 43,435 57,114 35,002 35,849 45,032
3,850 24,735 32,776 20,127 20,549 25,876
4,850 13,545 17,956 11.,027 11,187 14,176
5,880 6,665 8,836 5,427 5,427 6,976
7,30. 3,010 3,991 2,452 2,452 3,151
8,P00 1,247 1,654 1,017 1,017 1,306
9,053 516 685 422 422 541

10,080 258 343 212 212 271
11,050 129 172 107 107 136
12,050 69 92 58 58 73
13,100 39 52 33 33 41
14,200 22 29 18 18 23
15,i00 13 18 11 11 14
15,600 6 9 6 6 7
16,300 2 3 2 2 2

Ground Loadings
f(mean) = -3,000 psi

620 44,720 59,281 36,401 36,401 46,800
1,680 20,640 27,361 16,801 16,801 21,600
2,600 8,170 10,831 6,651 6,651 8,550
3,650 2,365 3,136 1,926 1,926 2,475
4,600 430 571 351 351 450
5,500 129 172 106 106 135
6,450 43 58 36 36 45
7,420 15 20 13 13 15
8,300 4 6 4 4 4
8,950 2 3 2 2 2

Ground to Air Cycles
f(mean) = 4,500 psi

7,950 7,955 10,545 6,475 6,475 8,325

Spectrum
Units 43.56 57.04 35.28 35.67 45.44
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TABLE 40

ORDERED COMPOSITE LOADING HISTORIES

(Spectra Based on Tests Having Approx. 13 Random GustLoadings per Flight)

LOW PFAK GUST LOADINGS IN FLIGHT

Stress Interval = 1,000 psi
Unit Spectrum = 1/20 average random test history
Kt = 4.o

Varying Cumulative Frequenty of Load Cycles Occurrences

Stress Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen
(psi) No. 475 No. 480 No. 481 No. 485 No. 487

Gust Loadings

f(me-an) = 6,000 psi

580 674,501 351,000 766,987 467,505 1,040,ooo
1,680 388,501 202,500 442,487 269,505 6oo,ooo
2,720 180,501 94,500 206,487 125,505 280,000
3,800 76,501 40,500 88,487 53,505 120,000
4,850 28,051 14,850 32,437 19,305 44,ooo
5,880 8,161 4,320 9,427 5,600 12,800
6,920 2,296 1,215 2,647 1,575 3,600
7,850 919 486 1,054 630 1,440
8,700 408 216 464 280 64o
9,650 205 108 232 14o 320

10,680 82 43 93 56 128
U1,62o 31 16 35 21 48
13,000 10 5 12 7 16

Ground Loadings
f (mean) = -3,000 nsi

60o 357,001 189,000 406,232 245,000 560,000
1,700 204,001 108,000 232,232 140,000 320,000
2,750 96,901 51,300 110,432 66,500 152,000
3,900 40,801 21,600 46,632 28,000 64,000
5,080 15,301 8,100 17,632 10,500 24,000
6,200 4,591 2,430 5,452 3,150 7,200
7,180 1,276 675 1,682 875 2,000
8,120 511 270 812 350 800
9,020 205 108 464 140 320
9,850 103 54 116 70 160

10,880 52 27 58 35 80
12,000 21 11 23 14 32

Ground to Air Cycles

f (mean) = 1,500 Psi

4,900 60,486 31,249 68,788 41,510 94,287
Spectrum
Units 51.54 26.96 58.62 35.59 79.97
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TABLE 41

ORDERED COMPOSITE LOADING HISTORIES
(Spectra Based on Tests having approx. 13 Random Gust Loadings per Flight)

LOW PEAK GUST LOADINGS IN FLIGHT

Stress Interval = 1,000 psi
Unit Spectrum = 1/20 avg. random test history

Kt = 7.0

Varying Cumulative Frequency of Load Cycle Occurrences
Stress Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen
(psi) No. 478 No. 479 No. 482 No. 484 No. 486

Gust Loadings
f(mean)= 6,000 psi

650 84,652 87,180 52,445 69,305 52,575
1,800 48,442 49,950 30,005 39,725 30,135
2,750 25,367 26,225 15,705 20,875 15,835
3,700 9,747 10,165 6,025 8,115 6,155
4,650 3,447 3,595 2,155 2,895 2,195
5,550 1,067 1,113 693 923 699
6,600 227 237 177 227 177
7,950 105 107 61 82 61
8,900 43 43 26 35 27
9,550 18 18 11 15 11

11,000 4 4 2 3 2

Ground Loadinigs
f(mean) = -3,000 psi

650 42,002 43,201 25,811 34,765 26,395
1,800 21,702 22,321 13,341 17,945 13,635
2,800 8,402 8,641 5;171 6,925 5,275
3,800 2,522 2,593 1,559 2,053 1,585

4,750 492 505 312 400 309
5,720 121 123 74 98 76
6,750 40 40 24 32 25
7,800 15 15 9 12 9
8,850 4 4 2 3 2

Ground to Air Cycles
f(mean) = 1,500 psi

4,650 7,280 7,488 4,472 5,928 4,545

Spectrum
Units 70.54 72.61 43.57 57.93 43.98
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APPENDIX VI

CONSTANIT LOAD AMPLITUDE DATA

The results of constant load amplitude tests are presented in Tables
42,4• and 44 . 2hese tests were performed on coupons with specimen
geometries identical to those used in the spectrum testing. An analysis
of these data led to selection of the S-N curves shown in Figures 162
and 163 •
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